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Abstract
Why are there so many languages in the world and how did this diversity come about? Every
day, humans around the world speak over 7,000 languages. One of the most impactful theories
describing the processes and mechanisms of language diversification is that of the Linguistic
Niche Hypothesis (Lupyan & Dale 2010). The Linguistic Niche Hypothesis suggests that
languages adapt to their environments (Lupyan & Dale 2010: 1). Lupyan and Dale describe it,
stating that “just as biological organisms are shaped by ecological niches, languages
structures...adapt to the environment (niche) in which they are being learned and used” (2010: 1).
Taking the Kayanic languages of Borneo—a subgroup that shows variegated patterns of diversity
(reportedly, homogeneity among some dialects while stark heterogeneity among others)—this
study aims to test the claims of the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis. Within this framework, I have
proposed an innovative taxonomy which identifies ten main language environments or ecological
niches, adding to language ecology theory: (1) physical niche, (2) social niche (3) cultural niche,
(4) symbolic niche, (5) cognitive niche, (6) linguistic niche, (7) technological niche, (8)
developmental niche, (9) bio-corporeal niche, and (10) genetic niche. This study will focus on
physical, social, cultural, and linguistic niches—niches which have emerge as most salient in the
creation of linguistic diversity within the Kayanic subgroup.

XIII

CHAPTER 1
Evolutionary Cartographies of Language Diversification:
An Introduction
[A] remarkable fact about humans: we speak approximately 7,000 mutually unintelligible
languages around the world. This means that a person plucked from one corner of the Earth is not
able to communicate with another human in a different corner of the Earth, or often from next
door. Apart from a few songbird species, and possibly some whales that learn their songs locally
and show dialectical differences, this is unique among animals. … Large as the number of extant
human languages is, it has probably reduced from a maximum of perhaps 12,000 to 20,000
different languages before the spread of agriculture, and it pales in comparison with the possibly
hundreds of thousands of different languages humans have ever spoken.
—Mark Pagel1

1.1 Cartographies of diversification: Mapping the mechanisms of diversity
Why are there so many languages in the world and how did this diversity come about?
With people speaking over 7,000 languages today, the question of the production of language
diversity rises to the forefront. Since that moment of the emergence of a postulated, perhaps
singular, proto-human language, how have languages diversified to reach the thousands that exist
today? One of the most impactful theories describing the processes and mechanisms of language
diversification is that of the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis (Lupyan & Dale 2010). The Linguistic
Niche Hypothesis suggests that languages adapt to their environments (Lupyan & Dale 2010: 1).
Lupyan and Dale state that “just as biological organisms are shaped by ecological niches,
language structures…adapt to the environment (or niche) in which they are being learned and
used” (2010: 1). Taking the Kayanic languages of Borneo—a subgroup that shows variegated
patterns of diversity (reportedly, homogeneity among some dialects while stark heterogeneity
among others)—this study aims to test the claims of the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis.

1

This quote is from Pagel (2009: 405).

1

Studying these languages on the island of Borneo, this thesis is an investigation into the
complexities of a ‘hotspot’ of linguistic diversity (Adelaar 1995; Blust 2007; Smith 2017a). The
differentiation activity that occurred on this island may shed light on our fundamental question.
Borneo of insular Southeast Asia—a landmass the size of Texas—containing over 100
languages, serves as a great case study (Smith 2017a).
The world’s third largest island, placed at the crossroads of some of the world’s greatest
civilizations (Indic and Sinitic) and human migrations (Austronesian and Non-Austronesian),
Borneo provides a richness by which linguists might come to understand the dynamics of
language change. Despite the abundance of languages, poor documentation of Borneo’s
linguistic diversity limits our understanding of those dynamics. In light of this, the present study
aims to help fill this documentation gap, by enumerating the sufficiently differentiated language
varieties and thereby making possible the revealing of those inherent processes and mechanisms
of their formation. The standard of ‘sufficient differentiation’ is founded on a criterion of mutual
intelligibility—the comprehensibility of language varieties among one another. After establishing
‘where one language ends and another begins,’ this case might reveal larger patterns about
language diversification.
To avoid becoming lost in a sea of 100 languages, for feasability’s sake, this thesis
focuses on one corner of Bornean languages—the Kayanic language family. Kayanic is a
subgroup of the Malayo-Polynesian family which itself is a subgroup of the massive
Austronesian language family—the most linguistically dense and, until 1500 CE, the most
geographically extensive language family in the world. This thesis is a language survey of the
Kayanic subgroup. It aims to identify and map these language varieties through the collection of
calculated intelligibility data.

2

1.2 Research question and argument
The guiding research question of this study is thus: Does the phonological structure and
lexical composition of the Kayanic languages, and, consequently, the patterns of dialectal
intelligibility derived from it, support the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis—showing adaptation to
ecological factors in this language subgroup’s environment? The idea is, here, that once unified
language varieties experience a divergence or convergence in language structure, predicated on
whether they are entering different or similar combinations of niche factors—that is, whether
they are entering different or similar ecologies—to which they adapt. Adaptation to certain
combinations

of

niche

factors

encourages

differentiation

while

others encourage

homogenization. I have proposed that there are ten such ecological niches, as we shall see in
Chapter 2. These processes of adapting to the environment—the position of the Linguistic
Niche Hypothesis—is what drives language diversification.
By spatially mapping the Kayanic language subgroup based on intelligibility, creating a
kind of ‘cartography of language diversification’, this study demonstrates that these languages
show signs of adaptation to ecological factors which drive languages either toward homogeneity
(remaining a dialect of a single language) or heterogeneity (splitting into separate, “new”
languages). I hypothesize that, indeed, the phonological structure and the lexical composition of
the Kayanic languages and the patterns of intelligibility both show signs of ecological
adaptation to physical factors (language contact through travel and geographic ease of travel)
and social factors (language contact through trade/economic activity, warfare, population size,
and intermarriage) and therefore supports the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis.

1.3 Claims of significance
This study, about how language diversification is driven by environmental factors,

3

captured through geolinguistic maps and intelligibility percentages, is of interest to
dialectologists, Austronesianists, and scholars in the areas of language ecology, multilingualism,
and evolutionary linguistics. By revealing the ‘intelligibility zones’ or ‘languages,’ the applied
linguistic applications of this study might probably be of interest to the Indonesian Ministry of
Education (Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan) and the Indonesian Language Center
(Pusat Bahasa), in particular, but also to developing countries, in general, aiming to create
data-driven, cost effective, mother tongue-based multilingual education (MTB-MLE) programs
(cf. Blair 1990; Ginsburgh & Weber 2011). By consolidating ‘intelligibility zones,’ countries
with high linguistic diversity have fewer discrete groups to which they need to provide
language-specific materials. This study also works to document endangered and minority
languages previously understudied and provides a raised profile of Kayanic-speaking people
groups aiming to protect the rights to their traditional forests.

1.4 Language maps
The Ethnologue (Eberhard et al. 2021) is often considered one of the most authoritative
sources in diversity linguistics. It contains language inventories and maps based on the previous
scholarly literature, historical sources, and, most importantly, original linguistic fieldwork. I am
providing these maps in the introduction to give the ‘lay of the land’ in terms of the general
location where Kayanic languages are spoken.
This map depicts the languages of Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo). Numbers 36
(Mendalam Kayan), 43 (Mahakam Kayan), 58 (Modang), 59 (Bahau), 61 (Busang Kayan), 63
(Kayan River Kayan), 66 (Punan Merap), 83 (Segai), and 85 (Wahau Kayan) are all Kayanic
languages shown on this map. Number 43 representing Mahakam Kayan appears in two areas

4

and number 58 representing Modang appears in four areas. Note that much diversity within the
Kayanic subgroup is not indicated here.

Figure 1. Ethnologue Map of the Languages of Kalimantan (Eberhard et al. 2021)

Figure 2. This map zooms in on the Kayanic area (Eberhard et al. 2021).

5

This map depicts the languages of Sarawak (Malaysian Borneo). Numbers 48 (Rejang
Kayan), 58 (Murik), and 71 (Baram Kayan) are all Kayanic languages shown on this map.
Number 48 representing Rejang Kayan appears in three areas and number 58 Murik appears in
two. Note again that much diversity within the Kayanic subgroup is not indicated here.

Figure 3. Ethnologue Map of the Languages of Sarawak (Eberhard et al. 2021)

Figure 4. This map zooms in on the Kayanic area (Eberhard et al. 2021).
6

Finally, this map provides an impressionistic view of the location of the Kayanic
language subgroup in Central Borneo. This gives us a ‘bird's eye view’ of the distribution of
Kayanic languages across the entire island.

Figure 5. Impressionistic Distribution of Kayanic Languages (Borneo Map from Google Maps)

1.5 Problems and approaches to addressing them
Some of the main issues encountered when trying to understand language diversification
are based in theory while others are based in the practical application of this knowledge. The
7

theoretical plausibility of studying the language diversification process from a synchronic
perspective requires the inferential interpretation of present states. The assumptions that these
inferences are built on must also be addressed in order to facilitate replicability and thus
maintaining this approaches predictive validity within certain parameters. The practical use of
these interpreted findings also naturally warrants discussion.

1.5.1 Can synchronic spatial dialectology alone account for language variation
dynamics?
While Schmidt (2010: 205) suggests that the methodological issue of the incertitude
about prior states of language (and thus the development of language change) limit the
explanatory power of synchronic dialect mapping studies, unidimensional (non-real-time)
‘cartographies of diversification’ can be interpreted to illustrate the dynamics of language
variation. In fact, they are the only kind of empirical studies possible on language dynamics in
most cases.
Real-time studies that compare complete language maps or atlases drafted between two
periods in time (for example, the Wenker survey comparing the German of 1880s to that of the
1960s (Schmidt 2010: 204)) for the same area of language varieties face the several
methodological issues of their own, namely that of true comparability across lines of common
sociolinguistic factors (age, socio-economic status, ethnic identity, gender, etc.). While Schmidt
characterizes these dialect maps as “frozen random samples,” this study escapes its seemingly
static constraints by focusing on diversification as produced by everyday practices in variation,
rather than seeking rationalist approaches to uncovering change. It must be emphasized that here
I study language variation, and not language change. The evidence that this study provides may
index change, but not demonstrate that change itself (a fact that, from a validity standpoint,

8

eludes even historical-comparative, real-time, and apparent time studies, because they also
remain somewhat uncertain).
The “relics” or “vanguards of innovation” observed at the synchronic level can point to
past ecological conditions and language changes without seeking to show the exact trajectory per
se (Schmidt 2010). This study’s reliance on lexical data can yield insight into possible past
language contact situations. The implication is that current relations (and daily practices) that, if
prolonged from the past to the present (or into the future for that matter), have or will have
resulted in creating more difference or more similarity or stably maintaining a certain set of
features among language varieties that can be measured through intelligibility. These
measurements need to be coupled with an ethnographic or ethnohistorical account to provide the
context of those current relations and daily practices. This ethnographic context creates a
language use-based ‘bridge’ across the gap between interpreted language dynamics and their
present geospatial distribution (cf. Haas 2010). By asking the following kinds of questions of the
synchronic data and the ethnographic record, linguists might arrive at these language
diversifying dynamics:
What are the ecological motivations for divergence or convergence? Are there cases of dialect
leveling? In what language varieties are people multilingual? Do they have complete proficiency
in their bilingual ability or partial? Are there signs of the formation of contact languages
(pidginization of local variants/languages?) Is there code-switching or mixing among
dialects/languages? Are there lexical accommodations? Or phonological accommodations? Do
both speakers accommodate? Does just one speech community accommodate? Perhaps across
geographic (upriver-downriver; mountain-valley, etc.)? Do social class lines matter? Perhaps
across social class lines within and between languages (e.g. upper class members only
communicate with other upper class members in a given language or between languages or
perhaps lower class or middle class members could serve as envoys among the upper classes
between languages)? Is there egalitarian multilingualism in some areas? And hierarchical
relations in other? [We know almost certainly the latter, since the ethnographic record shows that
Kayanic cultures are very hierarchical].

In sum, the major question first and foremost is, who understands whom and under what
conditions? This is the focus. This, what I call the praxis of language variation, provides insight
into just that alone—language variation or diversification at the synchronic level. Language
9

change is thus rendered an epiphenomenal concern—a residual reflection to which the
synchronic data points. This does not mean this method is not robust. Using the synchronic to
reveal and predict the past (necessarily diachronic) language change, without actually touching
diachrony, provides a plausible set of factors to later be judged against the diachronic, real-time,
actual-time, and, I would add, more ethnohistorical evidence. This approach has the power of
offering plausible explanatory evidence of the historical dynamics (further elaborated by true
diachronic, real time, and/or apparent time studies) as well as a potential predictive power,
predicated on current occurrences. A linguist might be able to say, “If the trajectory of X
continues as it currently exists, then the language will actualize into a state of Y.”
To index these implied trajectories based on the praxis of language variation requires a
theory that asks these questions of both the intelligibility measurements (along with its geospatial
visualization, i.e. language maps) and documented ethnographic accounts. The theory of
‘language ecology’ viewed through the lens of biological evolution fulfills this requirement.
In line with what Mufwene has demonstrated about the importance of the ethnography to
understanding the evolutionary ecology within which languages diversify (2001), the
ethnographic record affords us a “dynamic interpretation of static maps,” (Haas 2010) providing
the longitudinal sociolinguistic context whereby we might interpret the emergent variation,
visually represented on the maps.
The ethnographic record, being relatively short (early 19th century to the end of the 20th
century) allows us to control for the effects of the concerted evolution of neutral drift in language
change (Hruschka et al. 2015)—the random, but regular sound changes, focused on in historical
linguistics. Normal sound change, if it is thought to contribute to the discrete historical ‘stages’
of a given language (i.e. Old English to Middle English to Modern English, etc.), a perceptual
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discreteness with a structural reality, occurs roughly every 385 years—a rate of 0.0026 individual
changes per year (Hruschka et al. 2015: 5)2. By since our ethnographic record is securely less
than this regular sound change window, we can be fairly certain that most of the observed
differences, tabulated in the intelligibility percentages are due to forces of ecological adaptation
(climate, landscape, multilingual contact, intermarriage migration, trade, etc). Another to put this
is controlling for the accumulation of natural sound change, we can come to understand how the
state of our ‘cartography of diversification’ is the result of evolutionary processes of adaptation
to various niche factors in the language ecology, captured in the ethnography—a prediction of
the linguistic niche hypothesis.
With our evolutionary ecology theory securely in place, we can now deal with the matter
of how to actually interpret the cartography of diversification, i.e. the intelligibility
measurements and its resulting language map. This calls for an exemplar.
Walter Haas’s study of German dialects from the Sprachatlas der deutschen Schweiz
(SDS) shows how we can go about performing a “dynamic interpretation of static maps” (Haas
2010). Taking an areal diffusion approach—‘diffusion’ describing the “dynamic process across
time and space in which an increasing number of speakers add a linguistic feature to their
repertoire” (Haas 2010: 649), Haas provides a framework for describing how geospatial
distributions unfold. He writes (2010: 649):
The distribution of a feature on a linguistic map is a frozen geographic reflex of a shift in linguistic
behavior - a change in language. … Speakers with their attendant psychological, social and
linguistic preconditions, linguistic features, time, and space must all be brought together into a
systematic relationship capable of “explaining” the spatial patterns discovered, that is, able to
suggest reasons for the patterns being as they are.

2

This should not imply that languages always change at a constant rate. It is very well documented that various
factors affect the rate of language change (e.g. language contact, cultural orientation, technology, language shift,
among others). In sum, sound change is not the only factor driving language change.
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Due to the psychological and social reality that idiolects of various individuals acquire
features in a speaker-to-speaker manner and that this acquisition is linked through a gradual
spatial trend, it can be said that dialects diffuse along this same pattern, from speaker to
gradually more distant speaker, from dialect to gradually more distant dialect (see Mufwene
2001 for ‘idiolect approach’ and Haas 2010 for this diffusion principle). He calls this extensive
diffusion. The process necessitates a certain amount of implied relative time to diffuse from
group to group, even if we do not deal with the specifics of the time scale. These at-first
individual features interact with the features already present in a given group’s language variety
at the phonological and morphological levels, gaining intensive diffusion throughout that variety
as the new feature competes or merges with other features as it becomes fully integrated into the
rules of that language variety’s system. This is happening while the language variety is being
passed down generationally, further structuring the integration of the new feature (Haas 2010:
654).
This intensive diffusion, internal to a given dialect, can create a chain of associated
features, linked to the acquisition of the new feature. The configuration of this chain of accrued
features is what constitutes the different dialects and their distribution of gradually smaller
feature chains. Another way to put this is that from point X in space feature A will arise in
dialect III. Dialect III will propagate feature A to neighboring dialect II while feature A offsets
the rise of feature B within itself. Feature B offsets a feature C within dialect III as time
progresses. With dialect II having acquired feature A it, in turn, propagates feature A to dialect I
while adding a feature B to its chain (Haas 2010: 654). You ultimately end up with a distribution
like this:
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I call this distribution a preservation of historical implicational relations, because Haas
notes that gradual distribution of features establishes a required trend which supports the
integrity of this approach to interpretation. This dialectal-geographical radiation—a wave based
theoretical concept, typical in dialectology and historical linguistics (Chambers & Trudgill 1998;
Campbell 2013; Crowley & Bowern 2010)—provides implicative coherence which is a
requirement of this interpretive approach. Simply put, dialectal-geographical radiation on a map
demonstrates historical implicational relations, giving rise to an implicative coherence, emerging
from that map.
In addition to implicative coherence, another requirement is that the distribution of
language varieties maintains a geographical coherence. Establishing this trend ensures that the
features are successively acquired from one language variety to another and did not happen to
arise within each language variety independently of each other. The feature distribution must
show a “geographic constellation” in “wave formation (wellenbild)” (Haas 2010: 651).
With the requirements of his model in place, we may now turn to interpreting his
language maps. This first map is a case of short vowel lowering. In dialect III, ë > [æ] which also
spread to dialect II and dialect I. Dialect III seems to have also acquired these two features: e >
[ɛ]/ o > [ɔ] and i > [e]/ u > [o]. Only the e > [ɛ]/ o > [ɔ] feature was propagated to dialect II. The
third feature was not. Also, note that only the first feature was propagated to dialect I. The maps
show a left-to-right diffusion of these features. This represents a west-to-east diffusion in
geographical space with the gradualness of the diffusion maintaining geographical coherence.
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The fact that each propagated feature builds on a previous feature gives this map its implicative
coherence.

Figure 6. Map of Short Vowel Lowering from Sprachatlas der deutschen Schweiz (Haas 2010: 659)

This figure gives an idealized mapping of the geographical map above, demonstrating the
model as it adheres to implicative and geographical coherence. It is based on a model figure in
Haas (2010: 655-656).
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Figure 7. Idealized Map (Haas 2010: 655-656)
In this second case, we see long vowel raising.3 Dialect III contains the feature ē > [eː]
which also spread to dialect II and dialect I. This is the only feature propagated from dialect III
to dialect I. Dialect III seems to have also acquired features ā > [ɔː] and æ > [ɛː]. The ā > [ɔː]
feature was propagated to dialect II, but not the third. The map shows a right-to-left diffusion of
these features. This represents an east-to-west diffusion in geographical space with the
gradualness of the diffusion maintaining geographical coherence. The fact that each propagated
feature builds on a previous feature gives this map its implicative coherence.

3

Note that while Haas uses a circumflex to indicate a long vowel (e.g. ‘ê’), I have decide to indicate vowel length
with a macrowhich is perhaps a more modern notation convention (e.g. ‘ē’).
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Figure 8. Map of Short Vowel Lowering from Sprachatlas der deutschen Schweiz (Haas 2010: 659)

It should be noted that there is something unusual about the ordering in this map. In
certain areas, particularly in the southeast, the dialectal radiation appears to be disjointed,
jumping from dialect III to dialect I. Any number of reasons could cause this (i.e. radiation from
“parachute” dialect urban centers or perhaps the physical geography). This is not a grave matter
since what is important for implicative and geographical coherence is the global trend. This
allows our model to handle variability, inherent to any linguistic situation (cf. Haas 2010). The
idealized map below depicts the global trend of east-to-west diffusion whereby the dialectal
16

features successively built upon each other, maintaining both implicative and geographical
coherence.

Figure 9. Idealized Map (Haas 2010: 655-656)
Haas’s study (2010) provides a solid framework for interpreting language maps. This
demonstrates that “dynamic interpretation of static maps” is indeed possible. What Haas’s
framework means for this study is that we can examine, not how one or a certain set of features
propagate per se, but rather how sets of features that have solidified into various language
varieties which can be globally measured through intelligibility have propagating creating a
implicatively and geographically coherent distribution.

The idealized expectation would be to have an area corresponding to Zone III where all language
varieties are at perhaps 90% intelligibility (which is really a 90% benchmark past a limit that
indicates that there is no structural barrier to communication, although social ones might still
exist. More on this in the Methodology section). There might be a Zone II where the various
languages are scored in the 80% range for intelligibility. Perhaps a Zone I will appear where the
language varieties score in the 70s or even the 60s. These successive patterns of intelligibility,
maintaining both implicative and geographical coherence could be depicted in an idealized map
such as the one below. The black dots represent different language varieties in each zone.
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Figure 10. Idealized Model Map of Intelligibility Diffusion and Dialect Distribution
By showing that the trend of our model is represented among the Kayanic languages of
Borneo while also describing seemingly disjointed areas due to specific niche factors in the
linguistic environment, we can examine whether patterns of intelligibility captured in language
maps support the linguistic niche hypothesis—i.e. the case that dialect intelligibility and its
geospatial distribution adapt to the environment.

1.5.2 Assumptions of the study
In order to embark on understanding the evolutionary mechanisms of language
diversification through ecological niche adaptation (the assertion of the linguistic niche
hypothesis), we must take into account what assumptions our theory makes. By taking a certain
theoretical stance, this study makes several assumptions a priori:
1) Language ecology: languages do not exist in a vacuum, discrete from the context within
which they exist. Therefore, one of this study’s assumptions is that linguists can observe
and, thus, describe the dynamics of language variation, particularly at the synchronic
level, in terms of speakers’ daily “cognitive and interactions-cum-communicative”
practices (Schmidt 2010: 202). These practices along with the physical, cultural,
socio-economic, and political niches are all competing and complementary factors that
compose an environment in which languages vary and diversify—the language ecology.
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2) Ecocriticism and its methodology Ecocritical Discourse Analysis are a separate enterprise
from the evolutionary theory of ‘language ecology’ which aims to describe language
change (and evolution) through the apt metaphor with biological evolution.
3) While the diachronic approach to language evolution is a valid one, it is not the only
approach to the study of language evolution. An overwhelming majority of studies in the
evolution of language diversity takes a diachronic approach which is sensible since it
most readily demonstrates that principle of evolution, ‘descent with modification’—with
‘modification’ mapping directly onto the principles of descend established through
‘shared innovations’—the most foundational of ideas in historical linguistics. However, a
synchronic approach to language diversification is also possible (although understudied).
This study takes that approach.
4) Only humans have language. Microevolutionary approaches to examining language
diversification or speciation is completely conspecific. While other animals, particularly
other primate might have complete systems of communication (cf. Seyfarth & Cheney
1980; Ouattara et al 2009), language is an exclusively human capacity.
5) The role of language contact as it acts upon the unit of the idiolect—one’s individual
language system—is crucial to understanding language adaptation. This study, in line
with Mufwene (2001: 21) “cast[s] doubt on the position that the role of contact is
negligible in “normal” language evolution.” Language contact is ‘front and center’ in this
study.
6) Language is a complex adaptive system (Benz 2018; Mufwene 2001; Beckner et al.
2009).
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Knowing these assumptions allow us to move forward in applying our theory to the language
data presented here.

1.5.3 Language development concerns
One of the practical applications of this knowledge (as mentioned above in the ‘Claims of
significance’ section) is the use of the ‘intelligibility zones’ or ‘languages,’ represented on the
language map as a guide to creating mother tongue-based multilingual education (MTB-MLE)
programs. The findings of this study can help organizations locate the ‘dialect of reference’ for a
given community. These language varieties can be used to create literacy materials and other
scholastic tools that can be readily understood in various communities. This possibility of
‘teaching in the mother tongue’ can help countries build their human capital by helping its
citizens learn to read better in general which has the effect of better national language and
potentially foreign language skills. This increases the economic prospects for both the individual
and the country as a whole. It is ethical that research in a developing part of the world has the
capacity of giving some benefit back to the communities that participated in it.

1.6 Kayanic and the region of Central Borneo
Kayanic speakers consist of several Dayak people groups. Dayak is a term, referring to
the non-Muslim, non-Malay, autochthonous groups of Borneo. This term has locally specific
significance, covering over 400 ethnic subtribes. The current Dayak population for all of Borneo
is estimated around 2.2 million. While most Kayanic people groups are classified as ‘middle
range’ societies4, some maintained hunter-gatherer lifestyles as well. Prehistorically, their
homeland in the Apo Kayan region, Kayanic speakers were pushed out after extensive warfare

4

Middle-range societies are “pre-state sedentary societies” (Rousseau 2001).
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with the Kenyah, another major Dayak group of Borneo, settling the riverine areas that cover
eastern part of Central Borneo.

1.6.1 Geography
It is important to remember that geography has played an important role in shaping
Borneo history and the socio-cultural formation of its peoples. The abundance of rivers along
with their, in some cases, impenetrable rapids have created natural barriers that often transform
into social ones. Thick, equatorial rainforests and rough mountainous terrain are also dimensions
of the physical ecology within which Bornean speech communities live and interact. Rainforest
and seasonality differences also exist across the island probably due to elevation or forest
coverage levels (Rousseau 1990: 10). Also, as of late, the political geography has played a role in
forming part of the socio-cultural (or political) ecology of Kayanic speakers. The island’s
division between three countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, and Brunei, although only Indonesian and
Malaysian Borneo have Kayanic people groups), with different approaches to language policy,
environmental law, and indigenous people-government relations, has had a differential impact on
the nature of language use within Kayanic communities.

1.6.2 History
All Kayanic-speaking people groups originate in the mountainous region of Central
Borneo, known as the Apo Kayan (Apo or Apau Kayan, literally the ‘highlands of the Kayan’).
While out-migration began around the 18th century (Sellato 1993: 173), population movement
was probably further catalyzed by the influx of warring Kenyah groups into the area (cf.
Guerreiro 1993). On a quest for new territory, early Kayanic speakers began, first, by filling in
river drainage areas, north of the Mahakam river. Speakers of what would become the
Segai-Modang languages fought their way into the Kutai river basin. Groups that would later
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speak Murik and Merap filled in the lower Kayan and Malinau river areas. In present-day
Sarawak, Kayan language speakers migrated into the Rejang and Baram rivers, splitting
linguistically into different dialects there (Smith 2017a: 409).
The Kayan first reached the upper Mahakam around 1760. Some Kayan (Mendalam
Kayan) migrated down the Baleh river into the area, just northeast of the Kapuas wetlands.
Approximately half a century later, the Long Gelat and the Uma’ Suling (who would later
become the more demographically pervasive Busang) would fill in the Mahakam region (Sellato
& Soriente 2015: 342). According to Smith (2017a: 409), the advent of Kayanic speakers into
the Mahakam area “completely leveled any linguistic diversity which might have existed there in
the past.”
Many former people groups have been displaced or absorbed during the expansion of
Kayanic-speaking groups in Central Borneo. This has led to a wide variety of language contact
situations which have shaped the languages of Kayanic people groups.

1.6.3 People: Dayak groups of the Interior
Below I provide a more detailed overview of the languages and cultures of Kayanic
peoples. These ‘people profiles’ are divided by the subgroups within the Kayanic language
family as outlined in Smith (2017a). First, I describe the speakers of various Kayan language
varieties. Then, I approach the Modang tribes. Finally, I describe the Ngorek or Murik peoples
that comprise the Murik-Merap subgroup, mentioned in Smith (2017a).
1.6.3.1 Kayan
Of the diversity that seems to characterize Borneo, what is most conspicuous about the
Kayan languages is their thorough homogeneity (Rousseau 1990). Kayan forms a dialect
continuum placed directly at the heart of the island. The name Kayanic or Kayan derives from
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Kaya:n (sometimes written Kayaan in the literature) or Kejin meaning ‘our place,’ the name
given for the Kayan river basin area by invading Kayanic groups. This name replaced the older
place name for this region, Bulungan (Okushima 2006: 88). The Kayan form one of the most
influential cultural groups in the interior of Borneo.
The Kayan point to the headwaters of the Kayan river in the Apo Kayan as their original
homeland. Migrating out of this area (although some remained in pockets), the Kayan were a
highly mobile and warlike group staking out territory and assimilating various groups
(particularly, enslaving Muruts among others) down to the Mahakam river—one of the largest
rivers in Borneo. They named this area, what was once the Kutai River, the Mahakam (or
Meka:m, Mekiam, Mahkam), meaning ‘ocean’ or ‘broad surface of water.’ A tributary of the
Segah river was also given this name—an area after which the Punan Mahkam are named
(Okushima 2006: 88).
For the overall Kayan population size, various figures have been given, suggesting a
population between 25-35,000 individuals.5 The Baram Kayan and Rejang Kayan, located on the
Malaysian side of Borneo in Sarawak, consist of 4,150 and 3,000 people respectively (Eberhard
et al. 2021). Kayan River Kayan (sometimes referred to by various village names Uma Leken or
Uma Laran) is located at the headwaters of the Kayan river and continues to various areas
downstream. It has a population of around 2,000. The Mendalam Kayan on the far eastern
reaches of the Kapuas number around 2,000 individuals in some estimations (quoted in Guerreiro
2002: 106; Ding Ngo & Lii’ Long 1985). In others, they number around 1,500 (Eberhard et al.
2021). The Mahakam Kayan and Wahau Kayan, located on the Mahakam and the Wahau rivers,
number 1,300 and 500 respectively (Eberhard et al. 2021). Note that these ‘Wahau Kayan’ may
5

Rousseau (1990:15) estimates around 25,000. An unverifiable source suggests a figure of 27,000. After calculating
the sum of all language groups mentioned in the Ethnologue (Eberhard et al. 2021), I arrived at a figure of 34,480
individuals. Given this variability it seemed wise to state the range.
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be relatively new immigrants to the Wahau river, arriving within the last half century, perhaps
due to a government resettlement program. Therefore, their most recent ‘home territory’ may be
elsewhere.
The Bahau are, by far, the largest Kayan group of 19,000, located up and down the
Mahakam river from Tring onward (Eberhard et al. 2021). The Busang, also along the Mahakam,
numbering around 3,000 (Eberhard et al. 2021), are a “subcategory” of Bahau, although the
groups make fairly stark distinctions between themselves (Rousseau 1990). A linguistic
distinction is always mentioned (Espree-Conaway 2020; Rousseau 1990; Sellato 1980): the true
Bahau word for ‘no’ is bate (therefore, they are the ‘Bahau-bate’) while the Busang word for
‘no’ is jaan (therefore, they are the ‘Bahau-jaan’). This distinction is still made to this day
(Espree-Conaway 2020). Busang villages appear to be interspersed throughout a sea of Bahau
villages that line the Makaham river.
Kayan villages are generally located right along major rivers and many are only
accessible by boat (particularly at certain times of the year). Traditionally, Kayan villages consist
of a collection of ironwood longhouses, each up to 300 meters in size, with each containing
around 200-300 individuals. Up to 500 individuals in a single longhouse has been documented as
well. As is typical of Borneo, houses are built on stilts for flooding, and perhaps in the past, for
defensive purposes. Village populations may range from a mere 30 individuals to over a
thousand (Strouthes 1993). Note that in all of the Kayan villages I visited, it appears that
individual family housing is now preferred.
Kayan societies are notoriously hierarchical (Strouthes 1993). Of the many kinds of
social arrangements found in Borneo, the Kayan, like most Kayanic-speaking groups, including
the Modang (but not the Punan groups or the Ngorek groups), are of what Sellato (2016) calls the
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‘stratified’ type. Kayan societies are generally divided into four categories: ruling aristocrats
(maren), [lower] aristocrats (hipuy), commoners (panyin), and, formally, slaves (dipen) who were
prisoners of war from conquered tribes (Strouthes 1993). Aristocrats controlled villages and
married with other villages across ethnic and linguistic lines to form alliances (Strouthes 1993:
134). This will become important when discussing language contact and ecological niche factors
to which their languages may have adapted.
As is typical of Southeast Asia, rice plays an important role in the economic and
symbolic life of the Kayan. The Kayan are what Rousseau (2001) calls ‘middle-range’ swidden
agriculturalists. The Hudoq ritual, performed to encourage a fruitful rice harvest, still remains
strong among the Kayan (especially among the groups of the Mahakam, in particular). This too
will become important when discussing ecological niche factors and language adaptation.
The Kayan are well known in the ethnographic literature for their former headhunting
practices. The mamat ritual (head feast) was the collection of a new head for “ritual purification”
after the passing of a Kayan family member or the building of a new longhouse in the village
(Strouthes 1993: 134). This ritual is now rare after the advent of Christianity and no new heads
have been collected in over a hundred years. The vast majority of Kayan now adhere to the
christian faith, despite being situated in predominately muslim countries.
1.6.3.2 Modang
The Modang, pronounced [mədaŋ], are a striking case of linguistic heterogeneity within
the otherwise mostly homogeneous Kayanic subgroup. Although ‘Modang’ was originally a
somewhat insulting exonym (Guerreiro 2002: 96), today the term seems to be embraced by some
groups (perhaps, as part of an expanding or realigned, larger dayak ethnic identity in the face of
Indonesian nationalism), while naming distinctions are stressed by others. Modang (or, as it is
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sometimes

known

in

the

linguistic/anthropological

literature,

Segai-Modang

or

Modang-Menggaè) is a language-culture complex of five main agriculturalist people groups,
along with two minor Punan (hunter-gatherer) groups, located exclusively on the Kalimatan side
of Central Borneo. These include the Wehea, Long Gelat, Long Belah, Long Way and Menggaai
along with the Punan Kelai and Punan Mahkam (Guerreiro 1993: 185). While Guerreiro (2002:
96) includes the Punan Merap as a culturally related group, their language is historically quite
distinct (Smith 2017c) and therefore they will be dealt with elsewhere (Section 1.3.4.3).
It should be noted that there are a variety of names, attested for each of these groups. This
is not incidental. The ethnonyms of these groups have changed over time as groups migrated to
different areas. Various language varieties may possess slightly different names for any given
group. Groups themselves may have often modified their endonyms to differentiate themselves
from groups with whom they may have once been closely tied. Blanketed naming practices
occurred from the Malayic civilizations on the coast (for example, the Bulungan Sultan referred
to all Kayanic people groups as Segai [Segai'i/Segayi]) which adds to the confusion and colonial
powers are said to have further stoked this confusion as well (Okushima 2006: 86-87; Guerreiro
1993: 185).
The Wehea (Wèhea) are sometimes known by the Indonesianized-version of their name,
Wahau—the name, officially given to one of the main rivers where they live. They are also
referred to as the Long Wahau, Wahau Modang, or Sawaw (the latter meaning something along
the lines of ‘those people from the Wahau river’ (Guerreiro 2002: 96). The Long Gelat are
sometimes known as Long Glat, Long Gelât, Long Gelaat, Long Gleaat, Long Glit, Long Ge’lat,
Long Gliit, Long Geliit, or Lung Gelaat. These are probably just various spelling types, used
throughout the literature. Long Gelat or Long Gelaat may be the Bahau/Busang pronunciation of
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this group—a Kayanic group among whom the Long Gelat lives. The Long Wai are also referred
to as Long Way, Long We, Kelingan, or, simply, Medang. The Long Belah are also known as
Long Bleh or, simply, Medéang. The Gaai (Ga’ai/Gaay/Ga’ay/Gaè) are often referred to as the
Menggaai (Mengga’ai/Mengaay/ Mengga’ay/Meng’ Ge’ai), Menggaè, or Segai. Mengga’ai (or
Menggaè) is the endonym while Ga’ai (Ga’è) is the Kayan-Kenyah exonym (Guerreiro 2002:96).
Punun Kelai (Punan Kelay) and Punan Mahkam seem to be rather straightforward. Note that
there are probably endless pronunciation and spelling permutations for many of these names,
given the multilingual situation of the region.
For the convenience of understanding how these groups’ language varieties converge or
diverge, I will follow the more anglicized ‘placename-historical ethnic category’ format for most
of these, as used above for the Kayan varieties. Those names are as follows: Wehea Modang,
Long Gelat Modang, Kelijau Modang (Long Wai), Gaai Modang and Long Belah Modang. The
Punan Kelai and Punan Mahkam remain as they are. Due to these groups having some rather
marked socio-cultural distinctions, it would be potentially more confusing to give them the
designation ‘Modang’.
Each group is closely tied to specific riverine zones. The Wehea live on the Wahau and
Telen rivers in the kecamatan (county) Muara Wahau. The Long Gelat inhabits the mid and
upper Mahakam areas, situated among Bahau/Busang communities. The Long Belah people are
located on the Belayan. The Long Wai people live on the Kelinjau river (thus, the dialect
designation Kelijau Modang) while the Gaai (Gaai Modang speakers) live on the Kelai and
Segah tributaries as well as along the lower Kayan river area. The Punan Kelai are known to live
along the Kelai river while the Punan Mahkam live on the Segah river (Guerreiro 1993: 185).
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On these rivers, Modang speakers generally opt to build their villages (ekung) on high
river banks (getting from a boat on the river to the village generally requires an often steep, long
ladder). They also prefer to build villages in locations where rivers and their constituent
tributaries converge. These lowland areas tend to be flat, fertile flood zones where the shared
village farmland (lenih ekung) is quite productive. Building here is also likely related to trade
and travel ease as well as ease of defense in warfare. Here, they grow hill rice (plaè) in
moderate-sized swiddens. Within a village, they may live in longhouses (min) consisting of three
to six apartments each. Individual houses (msow) are also an option. These iron-wood
constructed houses are often built on stilts to allow for flooding. This practice probably had
defensive significance in the past as well. Two rows of houses with a roadway (lan) at its center
are generally situated parallel with the river. Each row is a moiety. The row closests to the river
is called the lower village/house (dya’ min) and the one farthest from the river is the upper
village/house (lon min). Most villages hold a population of around 200 to 600 people (Guerreiro
1993: 185-186).
In total, the population of Modang speakers numbers around 5,000. There are an
additional thousand for Punan dialects. The speaker population is, by no means, divided equally
among the various Modang language varieties. The Wehea group is, by far, the largest group
with approximately 2,300-2,100 speakers (Guerreiro 1993: 185; Guerreiro 2002: 96). While
disease, intermarriage, islamic conversion, and a low birthrate have contributed to a population
reduction on aggregate, the Wehea group seems to have a trend of population growth (up 39%
from 1,266 people in 1935) (Guerreiro 1993: 185). This suggests the possibility of ethnic (and,
presumably, language) shift among the other Modang groups to Wehea and as well as other
Dayak groups.
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With the exception of the Punan (nomads) (Großmann 2017; Winzeler 2011), the
Modang are considered ‘middle-range’ rice agriculturalists (Rousseau 2001, 2006) or ‘rawah’
cultures (Okushima 1999). This agricultural style means the village farming area resembles more
a small collection of flat ‘football fields’, rather than the hugely expansive rice territories or
terraces of industrial scale of, say, Java or Bali, (known as sawah), which often come to mind
when thinking of Southeast Asia. Since the population density of the areas they inhabit are not
very high, this kind of slash-and-burn agriculture works quite well without the threat of
saturation or competition, even with allowing rather long (sometimes multi-decade) fallow
periods (Guerreiro 1993: 186).
Rice plays an important role in the ritual life of the Modang—a ritual life which is rather
rich. The ‘Custom of Rice’ (Edat na’ plaè) is a very significant set of rituals and there are a great
many taboos (pli’) to adhere to during the rice-growing season. Many of these rituals take place
annually in early April. In addition to adat (custom) practices and its accompanying numenal
belief, most Modang are Christian like most Dayak groups of Borneo (although there has been
some Islamic conversion) (Guerreiro 1993: 185-186).
It should be noted that, historically, the Modang were the most violent and hegemonic
groups of Central Borneo.
1.6.3.3 Ngorek/Murik
The Ngorek (or Ngurek, also sometimes referred to in the literature as ‘Murik’) are a
group of at least 1,8006, located on the upper Baram river area of Sarawak and minor areas in the
adjacent North Kalimantan. Scholars believe that once there were potentially ten subgroups of
Ngorek peoples (Sellato 2016; 1994; 1992). Today, there are five main Ngorek groups: Ngorek
Lurah, Ngurek Bahau, Ngorek Pua’, Ngorek Berap, and Nyibun (Jalong 1989; Soriente 2003;
6

Population data for Ngorek tribes are really hard to come by and are very disjointed when one does.
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Sellato 2016). In this study, these groups’ languages are referred to as Ngorek/Murik, Hueng
Bau, Pua’, Merap, and Nyibun respectively. Culturally these groups are considered Kenyah,
although their languages appear to be classified as Kayanic (cf. Smith 2017a; Soriente 2003;
Sellato 2016). The Nyibun in particular, have almost completely assimilated into the Kenyahic
culture of the Leppo’ Ke’ and Leppo’ Ma’ut. While certain sound changes demonstrate its
Kayanic linguistic roots, most of its lexicon has been supplanted by Kenyahic vocabulary
(Soriente 2003: 276).
These groups were probably quite widely distributed around the upper Bahau river,
having originally come from the Baram headwaters (Sellato 2016). Around 1700, these groups
were forced to leave this area due to attacks from surrounding people groups. By 1750, they were
probably in the Lurah and Bahau river areas (Sellato 2016).
Subsequently, further attacks by the various Kayanic-speaking groups in these new-found
territories began. As a result of these attacks, many Ngorek groups were subsumed within the
winning groups or scattered throughout the area. Some remained where they were, but were
under some authority of the conquering groups (Sellato 2016).
As Kenyah tribes moved into the area, many of these Ngorek groups began to assimilate
culturally with them. Note that the highly linguistically variegated Kenyah have cultural ties to
the more linguistically homogeneous Kayan.
Early Ngorek groups seemed to have preferred swamplands (Sellato 2016: 120). These
groups probably maintain so-called ‘non-stratified’ societies with group-internal, competitive
status dynamics, predicated on individual wealth and prestige. Social structure including perhaps
group identity or village affiliation within villages would have been quite loose along with there
being no overarching structure among the various Ngorek villages and tribes. The lack of social
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cohesion in addition to what appears to be a dearth of iron weapons and tools left these groups
vulnerable in the face of other warring tribes (Sellato 2016).
Due to the dearth of iron tools, the Ngorek were probably not intensive rice farmers like
their neighbors. Taro seems to take precedence over rice in many of these people groups, even
today (Sellato 2016: 120). The Ngorek are also associated with funerary megaliths distributed
throughout their areas of Central Borneo. These monuments are likely testaments to their
internally status competitive way of life, with monument-building being signs of wealth and
prestige (Sellato 2016).

1.7 Language varieties and genetic relationships
The Kayanic language family consists of three primary subgroups: (1) Kayan (or Kayan Proper
as linguists have referred to it in the past), (2) Segai-Modang, and (3) Murik-Merap (Smith
2017a). The Kayan language varieties are currently divided into eight, following closely the river
system upon which the speakers live: Baram Kayan, Rejang Kayan, Mahakam Kayan, Kayan
River Kayan, Mendalam Kayan, Wahau Kayan, Bahau, and Busang. Segai-Modang consists of
Wehea, Kelinjau Modang, Long Belah Modang, Long Gelat, and Gaai along with Punan Kelai,
Punan Makham, and, probably also, Punan Segah. The Murik-Merap group consists of Ngorek,
Hueng Bau, Pua’ and Merap.
An early, preliminary attempt to organize the languages of Kalimantan, in this case by
geography and reported similarity rather than comparative reconstruction, was Ray’s The
Language of Borneo (1913). Based on his own data and a review of previous literature related to
various ‘Kayan,’ ‘Bahau,’ or ‘Modang’ related varieties, Ray’s work organized what might later
be termed ‘Kayanic’ languages this way. Again, note that Ray does not actually offer a ‘Kayanic
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subgroup’ classification since his organization principles are not based on reconstruction
methods.
Ray’s Classification (1913)
Kayan
Rejang Kayan, Uma Blubo’, Uma Poh, Uma Baloi, Bahau, Bintulu Kayan
Murik
Modang
Long Wai, Long Wahau, Long Bleh, Bahau
Pari
Ray offers data for the first for Kayan language varieties while citing the literature on
connections with Bahau and Bintulu Kayan (probably a form of what we call here Rejang
Kayan). He also believes that a group called the Pari might be related to the larger
Bahau-Kayan-Mondang cultural group (Ray 1913: 12). The Pari are what are today supposedly
considered the Maloh people (Wadley 2000), a group speaking the Tamanic ‘Embaloh’ language
(Eberhard et al. 2021), although it should be noted that this group is geographically close to the
Mendalam Kayan on the upper Kapuas river, near Putussibau. Perhaps, either Mendalam Kayan
was mistaken in name for Maloh or there has been linguistic influence shared between the
languages. We know at a baseline that there was contact between the Maloh and the Kayan
(Wadley 2000: 97).
In Hudson’s classification, with very limited data, Kayanic itself was subsumed within a
larger Kayan-Kenyah family (1978: 29). Note that Hudson did not consider Merap a Kayanic
language (or even a Kayan-Kenyah language), but placed it in another whole family altogether,
the Rejang-Baram family (1978: 28). Some language names have been adjusted to match the
naming conventions of this thesis. Here is the organization for Hudson’s classification offered by
Smith (2017a):
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Hudson’s Classification (1978)
Kayanic
Western Kayanic
Baram Kayan, Rejang Kayan, Uma Poh7, Busang, Ma’aging
Lepak Aru Bahau-Muric
Lepak Aru Bahau, Long Hubung Bahau, Muric
Long Gelat-Long Bentuk
Long Gelat, Segai, Long Wai Modang, Long Bentuk Modang
Long Paka’ Kayan-Penyabung
Long Paka’ Kayan, Long Blu’u Kayan, Penihing, Seputan, Penyabung
Soriente is probably the first to offer a detailed classification, based on sound correspondence
innovations. Below I have placed Soriente’s classification (2008) with minor alterations,
discussed during personal communication. Note that she also postulates a Kayan-Kenyah family.
Soriente’s Classification (2008; with Personal Communication Update)
Kayanic
Kayan
Uma Leken, Uma Laran, etc.
Ngorek
Murik, Hueng Bau, Pua’
Lebu’ Kulit
Lebu’ Kulit, Lebu’ Timai, Uma’ Kelep, Uma’ Ujok, Nyibun
Blust (2010) offers the classification below. Blust seems skeptical of a Kayanic-Kenyah joint
grouping, but seems fairly certain of a ‘Kayan-Murik-Modang’ group (2010: 52).
Blust’s Classification (2010)
Kayanic
Kayan
Murik
Modang

7

Uma’ Poh is sometimes called Uma’ Po or Uma’ Pu throughout the literature. Soriente (2013: 175) considers it a
form of Baram Kayan.
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Smith (2017a) offers the most up-to-date reconstructed classification of Kayanic, based on robust
sound change correspondences. Below is Smith’s classification; however, note that the language
names have been altered to match the naming conventions used in this thesis.
Smith’s Classification (2017a: 92)
Kayanic
Kayan
Baram Kayan
Rejang Kayan, Busang
Bahau
Kayan River Kayan
Mendalam Kayan
Murik-Merap
Murik
Murik (or Ngorek), Pua’, Hueng Bau
Merap
[Punan] Merap (or Mbraa)
Segai-Modang
Segai
Gaai, [Punan] Kelai
Modang
Kelinjau Modang, Wehea (or Wahau Modang), Long Gelat
Also, while the Ethnologue and other language inventories (Glottolog, etc.) offer
classifications as well, because these classifications are more or less drawn from a combination
of these cited scholars, their particular arrangements were left out of this section. Note how latter
classifications appear to build upon earlier findings, despite early work having a dearth of data.
This study relies on Smith’s classification, particularly for the subgroups within Kayanic.
This is important because phonologically-informed lexicostatistics (what we will call here
lexicostatistical/phonostatistics for short) will only be performed among the various language
varieties within a given subgroup (i.e. within ‘Kayan,’ within ‘Murik-Merap,’ and within
‘Segai-Modang’) and not between them.
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1.8 Motivations and methods
What does language diversification in Borneo indicate about the mechanisms of language
diversification generally? This language-survey-as-case-study can be conceptualized as a kind of
‘cartography of diversification,’ uncovering fundamental aspects of the nature of how humans
produce linguistic diversity. With a focus on intelligibility, language boundaries will emerge
offering insight for theoretical as well as practical language development and policy concerns.
The study of dialectology is the study of boundaries. The natural ecology in which
speakers use a language often creates boundaries between various language varieties. Rivers and
steep hills or mountains may keep groups separate long enough to drive differentiation.
However, most linguistic differentiation has social origins. The formation of separate group
identities, social classes, castes and other phenomena of social differentiation becomes reflected
in linguistic practice. As Romaine writes, all language variants are “part of a continuum in social
and geographical space and time” (2000: 2).
Borneo, as a research area, has remained relatively untouched by serious linguistic
investigation until quite recently. Very little is known about Kayanic in particular (Soriente &
Inagaki 2012: 13). Apart from wordlists collected, here and there, throughout the colonial era,
many parts of Borneo were seriously under-documented until about the 1980’s (Adelaar 2010:
26). Even less scholarly work has been conducted in eastern Kalimantan (on the Indonesian side)
where the majority of Kayanic speakers live. This area would hardly see any serious
documentation work until the early 2000’s (Soriente & Inagaki 2012: 3).
Undiscovered endangered languages abound in Borneo. In East Kalimantan’s Bulungan
Regency, Soriente has conducted documentation of Òma Lóngh (Uma’ Lung), Lebu’ Kulit,
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Penan Benalui, among other (in this case, non-Kayanic) languages (2006), all languages
unmentioned by major language inventories for endangered languages until relatively recently
(UNESCO; Glottolog; Catalogue of Endangered Languages 2021; Eberhard et al. 2021;
Sorosoro). Most of the Kayanic languages are endangered: Kayan River Kayan [2,000 speakers],
Mahakam Kayan [1,300], Baram Kayan [4,150], Busang [3,000], Mendalam Kayan [1,500],
Rejang Kayan [3,030], Segai [2,000], Punan Merap [200], Wahau Kayan [500], and Pua’ [500]
(Eberhard et al. 2021; Soriente & Inagaki 2012: 4). There are also signs of language shift among
certain Modang dialects, although overall Modang is considered ‘vigorous’ (Eberhard et al.
2021). This is probably due to certain dialects remaining quite strong. For example, while a more
systemic assessment is needed, just based on my observations, among the Wehea,
intergenerational transmission is quite strong and the language seems relatively quite stable.
The research design follows a ‘phase’ structured procedure for collecting the various
kinds of data. Considering that researchers of Kayanic collected the preponderance of this
massively disjointed data on the language situation between an wide span 1980-2006, leaving an
approximately 13 year gap, during which serious changes to the language ecology may have
occurred (migration in or out, social organization, technological advancements, language policy
changes, change in national political regimes, ethnic identity shifts, natural occurrences,
economic reconfigurations, etc.), it is worth pursuing a ‘pilot pre-phase’ to get the proverbial ‘lay
of the land.’ This pre-phase warrants the rapid appraisal pilot where a review of the literature
(Chapter 2) and informal conversations are conducted in order to gain a general, updated picture
of the language varieties in question and their language ecology.
Phase 1 involves quantitative-oriented wordlist collection methods. The wordlist data
then undergoes quantitative analysis in the form of lexicostatistical/phonostatistical approaches.
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Linguists using lexico-statistics usually consider language varieties that overlap by a percentage
between 81-100%, variants of the same language. A 28-81% overlap usually constitutes distinct
languages within a common family. Considerations of social propinquity are excluded here
(Romaine 2000:5). More on the criteria used in this study in the methodology section below.
The results from these analyses will provide language boundaries, based purely on
structural grounds (lexical composition and phonological structure). It should always be kept in
mind, however, that linguists have long established that speech communities and the
intelligibility among them is more than a matter of ‘naturally’ understanding words and sounds.
Ecological phenomena can bring about changes in intelligibility. An example being that of
acquired intelligibility whereby speakers, through contact, learn the differences among their
language varieties and through this experience maintain a certain level of intelligibility that the
lexical composition and phonological structures would not inherently allow (Anderbeck 2018;
Blair 1990; Grimes 1995). In Borneo in particular, the language varieties of upstream groups are
readily intelligible by downstream communities, but not the other way around due to acquired
intelligibility, probably engendered from the social/societal (and geographic) ecologies (cf. Wood
2000, quoted in Anderbeck 2018: 248). Statistical methods would never reveal this. This
constraint must always be kept in mind.
After data collection, the quantitative methodology, having produced a language
intelligibility percentage table, is then used to establish a dialect map. Using Anderbeck’s (2018)
‘clustering approach,’ language varieties are sorted into ‘superclusters,’ ‘clusters,’ and
‘subclusters’ in order to reach our practical goals of predicting intelligibility. Note that these
clusters are also useful for one of our practical aims—language planning (language policy and
MTB-MLE programs).
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The map interpretation involves convergence with themes, identified as ecological niche
factors in the ethnographic record. This ‘ethnology’ (Chapter 3) is a ‘comparative investigation
of people groups, observing their cultural patterns as they converge and diverge.’ All the
ethnographic material is compared and contrasted among the different groups, yielding the
factors, leading to language contact, segregation or isolation, et cetera that impact language use,
shaping the intelligibility outcomes. The map is interpreted from the ecological niche factor
themes delineated in the ethnological description.
“Explaining” intelligibility constitutes the language-survey-as-case-study in the present
‘cartography of diversification’—a case study enlightening the theoretical understanding of the
exact processes and mechanism of language differentiation. Adaptational tendencies in these
processes and mechanisms support the linguistic niche hypothesis—that language variation (and
implied change) are not exclusively neutral, but are shaped by the larger ecological environment
in which languages are spoken. More on the methodology in Chapter 4 below.

1.9 Goals of this study
The three main goals of this study center around providing new and up-to-date information on
the linguistic situation in an under-described area of the Austronesian world. These goals are as
follows:
1) To map the language varieties within the Kayanic subgroup.
2) To establish language boundaries, based on intelligibility.
3) To provide new linguistic data and initial-stage documentation of the Kayanic languages.
Reaching these goals allows us to address other practical and theoretical objectives, concerning
the particular outcomes of this study. The practical objectives are:
1) To propose modifications to ISO 639-3 codes, rendering them more accurate.
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2) To propose language and educational policy suggestions, based on intelligibility.
3) To provide geo-spatial data, locating the position of these languages.
4) To update language inventory maps (Ethnologue; Glottolog; Endangered Languages
Project; UNESCO Atlas).
Four major theoretical objectives are accomplished upon the results of this study. This objectives
are:
1) To reify the established integrity of the Kayanic family.
2) To provide a description of the evolution of Kayanic, including the problematic Modang
subgroup.
3) To demonstrate the potential for synchronic dialect mapping/atlases to empirically inform
theories of language variation and language evolution.
4) To put forth a case, demonstrating the dynamics of language diversification.
Accomplishing these goals are significant not only for building a deeper understanding of the
languages of Borneo (and, therefore, Austronesian languages and linguistics), but also for
demonstrating the contribution sociolinguistic survey work and field linguistics, more generally,
to studies in the evolution of linguistic diversity.

1.10 Structure of this text
Chapter 1 ‘Evolutionary Cartographies of Language Diversification’ introduces the topic
of the evolution of language diversification from a synchronic perspective, that is, arguing how
examining language maps and dialectology data can lead to important insights into the
mechanisms that drive language diversity. This chapter also outlines the motivations and goals,
both theoretical and practical, for pursuing a language survey of the Kayanic languages of
Borneo. In accordance with Mufwene’s (2001: 2) ‘internal’ and ‘external’ factors that motivate
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language change, rooted in ethnography, a brief overview of the history, social structure, and
culture of the Kayanic people is given, exposing the environment factors that are at play among
the language groups. These ethnological notes, outlining details about the physical (natural and
geographic), socio-cultural, and economic ecosystem within which Kayanic languages developed
and diversified, are at the analytical center of this study. It provides the very environmental
factors which would bias certain language varieties to change in one direction as opposed to
another. Simply put, it outlines the ecological conditions to which these language varieties have
adapted, nudging intelligibility to mutually converge with other dialects or diverge from them.
Chapter 2 ‘Ecology of Diversity’ provides a review of the literature on the evolution of
language diversity in the context of the theory of ‘language ecology’. With an eye toward
environmental niche factors in language diversification, the theory of ‘language ecology’
provides a solid framework for grounding the structure of the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis claim.
“Methodology & Fieldwork: Research on the Language Ecology of Borneo” (Chapter 3)
describes the methodology, employed to capture an understanding of the situations of
intelligibility as well as a moment of reflexivity on the ethical and experiential aspects of
fieldwork with the indigenous peoples of Borneo.
Chapter 4 lays out the data and the results of the sociolinguistic survey. The data and
analytical framework are brought together in the lexical similarity percentages and the linguistic
map of the Kayanic languages, shedding light on the more general processes and mechanisms of
language differentiation from the perspective of Borneo. A linguistic map with commentary
serves as the more concrete ‘finished product’ of the language survey. Language similarity
percentages and various visual formats demonstrating those relationships are also included.
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Chapter 5 ‘Conclusions: Progress and Prospects’ concludes the language survey by
reflecting on the achievements and limitations of this study all while making suggestions for
future research. Implications for education are discussed, describing the applied linguistic
implications of this study and the practical implications of the map for language policy,
endangered languages and their documentation, and mother-tongue based multilingual education
(MTB-MLE). These topics are discussed as per their potential benefits for the indigenous
language communities of Borneo.

1.11 Summary: Mapping Kayanic and mapping language diversification
This exercise in the ‘cartography of language diversification’ records the synchronic
relations of language contact as suggested by patterns of intelligibility in order to begin to
respond to that greater, more fundamental question that linguistics seeks to answer: Why are
there so many languages? The results of this sociolinguistic survey reveal to linguists key
insights in how humans produce language diversity (and probably have done so throughout
[pre-]human history). The Kayanic languages of Borneo, in addition to its practical utility for
language conservation and development purposes, provide a robust case for demonstrating
diatopic relations of language contact and differentiation from the everyday linguistic practice of
intelligibility and multilingualism. The ecological perspective on contact-induced diversification
delineates the socio-economic, political, and environmental factors at play in the nexus of these
contacts and serves as the theoretical conduit through which I describe these relations. But what
is the theory of ‘language ecology’? I now turn to describing this framework.
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CHAPTER 2
Ecology of Diversity: A Review of the Literature
For however many things have a plurality of parts and are not merely a complete aggregate but
instead some kind of a whole beyond its parts, there is some cause of it since even in bodies, for
some the fact that the there is contact is the cause of a unity/oneness while for others there is
viscosity or some other characteristic of this sort.
—Aristotle

2.1 Why are there so many languages? The language diversification question
Language diversification is a matter of diffusion and divergence—that is, language
innovations emerge and spread by being acquired as new features of certain language varieties
and the emergence and spread of those features cause those language varieties to develop on
different trajectories. This divergence and maintenance of recognizably discrete entities (i.e.
“they speak a little differently over there”) is the creation of language variation. The question,
then, must be, how do languages diverge (or converge, for that matter)? What are the
mechanisms that drive linguistic divergence (and, therefore, language diversification)?
Investigating the mechanisms that drive language diversification starts with the
realization that not all structural variation in language occurs randomly. The role of randomness
is a well recognized component of language change (Karjus et al 2020, Newberry et al. 2017,
McWhorter 2011, McWhorter 2016, Reali & Griffiths 2010, Bentley et al. 2004). After all,
“chance is one of the keystones of language change” (McWhorter 2016: 74). Certainly, there are
random innovations that, once propagated throughout a language community, become full-blown
changes in a given language variety. For example, a random change might be one due to
linguistic ‘reanalysis’. The original word for ‘a protective cloth worn while cooking’ was ‘a
napron’ which, the determiner and the onset of the word being homophonous to another form of
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that determiner ‘an,’ was reanalyzed as the words ‘an apron’. In Haitian creole, the word ‘friend’
zami derives from setting the word break before the phonological liaison on the article les instead
of after in the often said les amis [lɛzami] in spoken French. Another example would be the
co-occurrence of variant forms in the English past tense [learnt/learned, burnt/burned,
dreamt/dreamed, etc.] (Newberry et al 2017).
The fact of the very formation of these innovations and the fact that these innovations
were propagated and have become so thoroughly integrated into the English and Haitian creole
speech communities are all happenstance—examples of random change. Upon analogy of
random genetic drift (‘stochastic drift’ or ‘neutral mutation’) in population genetics (Kimura
1985), these random ‘copy errors’ in some communities and their propagation to subsequent
speaker generations leads to language diversification. Many linguists commonly hold that much
of language diversification derives from the “gradual accumulation of these random changes”
(Lupyan and Dale 2016), seeing that “chance is baked into a great many transformational
processes (of which language change is one), such that to refuse the role of randomness is to not
truly understand them” (McWhorter 2016: 74). While it is certain they play a role in language
variation, linguists are still debating the extent to which these random changes account for much
of language variation.
What is clear, however, is that many significant contributions to language variation derive
from non-random factors—some linguistic, some extra-linguistic (Sapir 1921, Jespersen 1922,
Andersen 1990, McMahon 1994, Croft 2000, Mufwene 2001, Baxter et al. 2006, Mufwene 2008,
Lupyan & Dale 2010, 2016, Steels & Szathmáry 2018, Hua et al. 2019, Karjus et al. 2020). In
addition to language variation being motivated from processes within a given variety or from
contact among or between varieties, factors beyond language such as the physical environment,
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social environment, and the technological setting among others have all served as sources,
driving language diversification (Lupyan and Dale 2016). Everything from the phonetics and
phonology to the morphology, syntax, and information structure of the language seems to be
susceptible to environmental influence and shaping (Everett et al. 2016, Lupyan & Dale 2016,
Bentz 2018). These environmental influences shape new language varieties, creating the
diversity seen in the world’s 7,000 languages today.

2.2 The ecology of language
The framework most apt to describe and explain the environmentally-driven aspects of language
change is that of the language ecology. This framework is also known as the ‘ecology of
language,’ ‘linguistic ecology,’ ‘language and ecology’ studies and is sometimes lumped into the
category of ‘ecolinguistics’ as well (Stanlaw 2021, Fill & Mühlhäusler 2001). It should be stated,
however, that ecolinguistics often takes a divergent meaning, referring to studies in a kind of
linguistic environmentalism, examining the ways which the natural environment and social
perspectives on that natural environment impact language use as well as how, in turn, that
language use and its social discourses impact the natural environment (Stanlaw 2021). This study
abandons this aspect of the nebulous definition of this “still emerging” (Chen 2016) field of
language ecology studies, in favor of descriptive precision.
The origins of this framework begin with Haugen’s ecosystem analogy (1970).8 This
helped describe how languages were connected with each other and the locations in which they
were spoken. One of the central concerns of language ecology studies is the emergence of
language diversity. Since then, many have written on language ecology from a wide variety of
perspectives (Bastardas-Boada 1996, 2002, 2002, 2014, 2018, Calvet 1999, Fill & Mühlhäusler

8

Precursors to Haugen’s work include Sapir (1912) and Voegelin, Voegelin & Schutz (1967).
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2001, Hornberger & Hult 2008, Hult 2009, 2010, 2012, Mühlhäusler 1992, 1995, Mufwene
2001, 2008, Sánchez Carrión 1985, Skutnabb-Kangas & Harmon 2018, Maffi 2005, Steffensen
& Nash 2007).
To describe language diversification, one of the most salient models of employing the
language ecology framework takes an evolutionary approach (Mufwene 2008, Mufwene 2001).
Modeled on the principles of population genetics (Mufwene 2008, 2001), this language ecology
framework allows linguists to identify which aspects of the environment are interacting with
language change and in what ways. This evolutionary approach’s central claim is that adaptation
to certain ecological niches or environments drives the systematic ways in which different
features emerge and their persistence in certain lines of descent. The adaptive process involves
(1) the emergence of variant features, (2) competition among those variant features, and (3) the
inheritance of those variant features. If a given set of features ‘win’ the competition among
language varieties as well as within one of them, this ‘winning feature bundle’ comes to
constitute a language variety as an entity, perceivably discrete from others where it has prevailed.
This tripartite process is inherent to any evolving system (Lewontin 1970) and is a key
component of language as a complex adaptive system (Mufwene 2001).

2.2.1 The Linguistic niche hypothesis
While the linguistic niche hypothesis is at a nascent stage in scientific inquiry, several studies
have been conducted on the topic (Lupyan & Dale 2010, 2015, 2016, Dale & Lupyan 2012,
Lewis & Frank 2016, Wray & Grace 2007, Koplenig 2019, Tinits et al. 2017, Benítez-Burraco &
Kempe 2018, Antunes et al. 2020, Hill et al. 2017, Bentz & Winter 2013, Kempe & Brooks
2018, Sinnemäki 2020; and ‘language adaptation’ more generally, Reali et al. 2018, Everett et al.
2015, 2016, Maddieson 2018, Bentz 2018) To reiterate, the linguistic niche hypothesis is the
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proposition that languages adapt to their environments and that this adaptation molds language
variation and change.
Another term for ecological niches or linguistic niches is Eco-Linguistic Niche (ELN)
(Antunes et al. 2020)—although this term is most often applied in the context of what we call the
physical niche here or the physical geographic environment (climate, rainfall, elevation,
humidity, etc). This term is defined as “the range of environmental conditions present in the
territory of a population speaking a specific language or group of languages characterized by
common language traits” (Antunes et al. 2020: 1).

2.2.2 Ecology and evolution: Linguistic niche adaptations and language diversity
Mufwene (2001) divides the language ecology into the ‘internal ecology’—the linguistic
features in interaction in a given person’s language ability—and ‘external ecology’—the
linguistic surroundings of that person. Steffenson and Fill (2014) along with Lupyan and Dale
(2010, 2016) delineate several principle language environments. In addition to these, scholarly
work on a ‘developmental niche’ is in its initial stages (Pleyer 2020, Hartmann & Pleyer 2020,
Benítez-Burraco & Kempe 2018, Sinha 2009). Although not explicitly named thus, what I will
call here a ‘bio-corporeal niche’ and a ‘genetic niche’ appear to arise from the literature as well
(Dediu et al. 2017, Dediu & Ladd 2007, Maddieson & Coupé 2015). Therefore, I identify ten
main language environments or ecological niches: (1) physical niche, (2) social niche (3)
cultural niche, (4) symbolic niche, (5) cognitive niche, (6) linguistic niche, (7) technological
niche, (8) developmental niche, (9) bio-corporeal niche, and (10) genetic niche. This innovation
in synthesizing key linguistic niches will be useful for future studies in language ecology. While
this study will focus primarily on the physical, social, cultural, and linguistic niches, the ten
ecological niches proposed here are described below.
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2.2.2.1 Physical niche
The physical niche includes the physical geography and its barriers such as mountains,
rivers, swamps, dense forests, oceans, and deserts among others (Lupyan & Dale 2016;
Steffenson & Fill 2014). The transportation system (or lack therefore) might be considered part
of the physical niche as well. This is probably the most well-attested niche and certainly the most
widely researched in the context of evolutionary linguistics and language ecology studies. While
studies on the link between the physical environment and language in modern linguistics date all
the way back to Sapir (1912), the most recent studies aim to provide empirical evidence for the
connection.
The physical niche can be said to mold language phonetically through acoustic adaptation
(Lupyan & Dale 2016, Maddieson & Coupé 2015). For example, although prosodic registers of
the spoken languages within those speech communities (30 documented in all), whistle
languages are all systematically located where the rough terrain (and the inevitable lengthy
distance among people due to it) constitutes a biasing force in their creation. These languages
appear in many, diverse areas such as Mexico, the Canary Islands, New Guinea, Ethiopia, Nepal,
and Turkey among others (Meyer 2021). In all cases, these languages arose in difficult-totraverse landscapes which necessitated long-distance communication. As Lupyan and Dale write,
“[the] sound system has adapted to its environment” (Lupyan & Dale 2016: 653).
In addition to adaptation to the physical environment, languages are shaped by the
socio-cultural setting in which they are used. While the ‘social’ and ‘cultural’ are often described
together, I have divided these into separate niches since the effects ‘cultural’ as a ‘systems of
learned, intergenerational behaviors and traditions’ may differ from those due to a given group's
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social organization. Inevitably one affects the other--an assumption of language as a complex
adaptive system--however, here I will treat them separately.
2.2.2.2 Social niche
The social niche includes the type of society and social structure of a given speech
community (Lupyan & Dale 2016; Steffenson & Fill 2014). There are strong, patterned
differences between societies that are small and isolated with limited communicative domain
specialization compared with those that are large with many L2 speakers and many specialized
internal subgroups.
Wray and Grace (2007) refer to the languages of these two types of social structures as
esoteric (or intra-group) languages and exoteric (or inter-group) languages. In investigating the
grammatical correlations between each language type, in a study of over 2,000 languages,
Lupyan and Dale (2010) discovered that exoteric languages overall had simpler morphology than
esoteric languages. Exoteric languages tend to be more isolating, avoiding the agglutination
found in small-scale society languages. Word order seems to take precedence since, if there is
case marking, these case systems are generally of a more reduced in form. Verb conjugates are
simpler and grammatical gender distinctions tend to be reduced. The influence exerted by social
structure (predicated on the number of L2 speakers and isolation) is strong and apparent at
multiple levels of grammatical analysis.
Included within the social niche, or rather a subtype within the social niche, is what one
might call the economic niche. This includes economic motivations for the arrangement of social
structures within a given society.
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2.2.2.3 Cultural niche
Cultural niche refers to the effect of cultural patterns—material goods, but moreover a
system of socially shared ideations and beliefs—can have on the structure of a language. While
this example is very controversial and the evidence of some of its larger claims (i.e., the lack of
recursion) is still hotly debated [pro: Futrell et al. (2016)9, Oliveira & Everett (2010), Everett &
Oliveira (2010) and on ‘numbers,’ Gordon (2004); Frank et al. (2008) & con: Nevins et al.
(2009), Sauerland (2010)], Everett’s (2005) work with the Pirahã and their cultural construct of
the ‘immediacy of experience’ [exemplified in the use of ‘ibipío ‘arrive in/leave out of the
immediate experience’] clearly lead to a unique structuration of the language. The lack of color
terms, kinship terms, and numbers but more importantly the lack of tense, reduction of pronouns,
and perhaps the lack of (or reduction of) syntactic embedding shows the power of culture on
language.10
2.2.2.4 Symbolic niche
The symbolic niche includes the adaptive environment of the symbols and values of a
given people group (Steffenson & Fill 2014). As Haugen (2001: 57) mentions it, language
ecology not only consists of language systems in interaction, but also that “part of [the] ecology
is sociological: its interaction with the society in which it functions as a medium of
communication.” One of the most conspicuous scenarios demonstrating how languages adapt to

9

This computational analysis of Dan Everett and Steve Sheldon’s Pirahã corpora, after having searched for
center-embedding, sentential complements, adverbials, complementizers, embedded possessors, along with basic
conjunctions and disjunctions structures, found that a grammatical analysis of Pirahã as having no recursive
processes to be quite plausible.
10
I should state here that although I find this argument compelling in terms of the power of culture on the
structuration of language, even if the tall claim that the language does not have recursion is valid, this does not
‘disprove’ the recursion is a requirement for the formation of language in the first place. As part of the Mura
language family, if other varieties possess recursion, it could easily be that recursion was required as part of the
capacity that made Pirahã possible, even if it is subsequently abandoned as a daily communicative tool. Thus,
recursion in this way could easily still be an inherent feature of the human language faculty even if the Pirahã do not
use it.
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the symbols and values of a given society are how various societies maintain religious registers
and taboo languages. These languages capture notions of ‘the sacred’ and ‘the profane’ imbued
within each society. In many Australian aboriginal languages, there are so-called ‘mother-in-law
languages’ whereby speakers adopt a special set of vocabulary to engage with in-laws of the
opposite sex (Dixon 2010: 58-59). These languages are clearly wrapped up in the symbolic
system of language communities which promote the value of distance among these relatives, if
not outright complete avoidance as a social standard. In addition to this, death and naming
practices as linguistic practices of symbolic value are a worldwide language ecology
phenomenon.
2.2.2.5 Cognitive niche
The cognitive niche refers to the greater system of knowledge and mental abilities
beyond language and how language is integrated within them such as perception, spatial
knowledge, and affect or emotion (cf. Steffenson & Fill 2014). Language, in many ways, is “an
extension of numerous domain-general cognitive capacities such as shared attention, imitation,
sequential learning, chunking, and categorization” (Beckner et al 2009: 17). This is probably
because language has been molded to fit within the domain-general cognitive powers of the
human brain, rather than the brain adapting or being remolded to integrate a newly emergent
language structure within it, as has been often assumed (Christiansen & Chater 2008). Put more
precisely, language has adapted to the brain, not the other way around, and in doing so language
is shaped by the human brain’s other mental states and capacities.
In the sound system, evidence of this appears in 1970s studies on the McGurk effect
(McGurk & MacDonald 1976). When the syllable [ba] is played while watching lips articulate
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[ga], test subjects perceive the more articulatorily medial syllable [da], showing that language
relies on multiple channels of perception for hearers to arrive at their perceived conclusions.
In the morpho-syntax of the Cha’palaa language, olfaction is grammatically encoded
(Floyd et al. 2018). A closed class of ‘smell quality’ roots are obligatorily combined with certain
smell (-dyu) or taste (-mbu) classifiers, creating 15 documented smell terms. For example, the
underivable root sen- is combined with the -dyu classifier, arriving at ‘sendyu,’ meaning “fishy
or metallic smell[ing],” used to refer to smells, exuding from raw fish or blood (Floyd et al.
2018: 180-181). This is a clear case of language adapting to the olfactory perception component
of human cognition.
Semantically, ‘metaphorical abstraction’ seems to be supported by a more perceptually
concrete schema (Pinker 2010, Jackendoff 1978, Lakoff & Johnson 1980, Talmy 2000).
Situations such as ‘John comes from school everyday at the same time’ appear to scaffold more
abstract scenarios such as ‘The word ‘déjà-vu’ comes from French.’ This metaphorical motion
verb phenomenon (here specifically related to the construction ‘come+from’) “reflect[s] an
ability of the human mind to readily connect abstract ideas with concrete scenarios” (Pinker
2010: 8997).
2.2.2.6 Linguistic niche
The linguistic niche, as part of the internal ecology, includes the number of languages in
interaction within an individual’s cognition. Individual bilingualism or multilingualism plays a
role in the structuration of entire communities, particularly if entire communities are
multilingual. In this way, languages are essentially in contact, embodied within individuals. This
includes their mother tongue in addition to any other learned or acquired languages. Community
level multilingualism (or lack therefore) also plays an important role, but as an external factor in
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the language ecology. The number of languages spoken in the surrounding community, can
influence practices in any one of the given languages present (cf. Mufwene 2001; Steffenson &
Fill 2014).
2.2.2.7 Technological niche
The technological niche refers to tools that use language (writing, texting, etc.) (Lupyan
& Dale 2016). Languages adapt to different technological niches. The restructuring of language
to the technology of writing (as opposed to speech) provides a good example of adaptation to
‘linguistic technologies.’ At a baseline, there is generally the development of a formal register
for writing, not found in (or normally used in) everyday oral speech (Lupyan & Dale 2016: 654).
Not only are there systematic distinctions between the register types (and/or its often
accompanying stratification) of language in primarily oral as opposed to literate speech
communities, the substance of those developed registers is altogether different as well.
The fleeting nature of orality seems to create a ‘not or never bottleneck’ for the
vocabulary and grammatical structures used in a given language (Christiansen & Chater 2016:
2). Because oral speech is processed in real time, there seems to be “strong selection pressure
against words and grammatical constructions that cannot be easily parsed in real time” (Lupyan
& Dale 2016: 654). Information processing of oral speech fades significantly within 50-100 ms
after the utterance is made (Elliot 1962, Remez et al. 2010). For sign languages, information
processing similarly deteriorates significantly around 60-70 ms after utterance (Pashler 1988).
Due to the impermanence of oral language, the differing communicative domains
(captured notably in registers and jargons), and perhaps that writing affords a kind of set of
mental “training wheels” accounts for the fact that non-chirographic languages tend to avoid
complex hypotactic syntactic constructions (Dąbrowska 2015: 229-231). This is supported by
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documentation of languages, either rarely employing or altogether lacking subordination
(Aronoff et al. 2008, Everett 2005, Kalmár 1985, Mithun 1984; Szczepaniak 2015).
Apart from discourse/pragmatic and morphosyntactic adaptation, Castro-Caldes’ et al.
(1998) PET scan study reveals that literacy affects the oral phonological capabilities of speakers
to produce novel lexical items and that that these capabilities rely on different neurological
structures that are unengaged in illiterate speakers.
2.2.2.8 Developmental niche
Language may also be said to adapt to a developmental niche. This niche in addition to
the genetic and bio-corporeal niches are at a relatively nascent stage in scientific investigation.
Pleyer (2020: 346) argues that “pretend play served as [a] developmental niche which scaffolded
the emergence of complex forms of language, namely the development of complex constructions
for negotiating and sharing perspectives.” More research is needed to further clarify how
language adapts to the ontogenetic environment of early child development.
2.2.2.9 Genetic niche
The adaptive relationship between genetics or a genetic niche and language has especially
been fruitful from the perspective of speech and the sound system as well as linguistic modality.
Since the work of Cavalli-Sforza in the 1980s and 90s (1997, Cavalli-Sforza et al 1988),
language families have been shown to correlate with human genetic populations following what
would be expected from prehistoric migrations. Chomsky (2005: 6) proposed a “genetic
endowment” for language as one of his ‘three factors of language design’ which would be
“nearly uniform for the species.” Tying language, and especially language variability, to genetics
directly still eluded science at this point. In 2001 and subsequent work for decades to come, the
groundbreaking discovery of the FOXP2 gene (Lai et al. 2001: 519) provided a glimpse into the
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genetic origins of language. In the KE family, members with normal range IQs struggled with
specific language impairment (SLI), causing severe speech and language pathological deficits.
Since the early 2000s, many genes such as FOXP1, CNTNAP2, TECTA, MTRNR1, MYO15A,
GNPTAB, GNPTG, NAGPA, ROBO1 among over 30 others have been implicated in some
aspect of speech, hearing, or linguistic behavior (e.g. stuttering, hearing, dyslexia, etc.) (Dediu
2015, Fisher & Vernes 2015, Graham & Fisher 2015).
The work of Dediu & Ladd (2007, 2011) endeavored to finally tie genetic frequencies in
various human populations to variation in language structure. Two brain growth genes ASPM
(MCPH5, 1q31) and Microcephalin (MCPH1, 8p23), are theorized to cause a learning bias in
certain human populations whereby under the right linguistic conditions they might adopt tonal
languages. By languages adapting to the genetic variability in the human population, we might
see the rise in linguistic diversity present today. Wong et al. (2020) provides direct evidence for
tonal adaptation in languages where populations carry the ASPM gene. More research on
language structure and genetics are currently underway (Hernandez et al. 2015, Progovac et al.
2018, Wexler 2017).
It should be noted that none of the work in language diversity and genetics implies a
deterministic relation between language and genes.
2.2.2.10 Bio-corporeal niche
While I probably could have considered the genetic niche under the bio-corporeal niche,
it seemed best that they were described apart due to the complexity of genetic expression. The
bio-corporeal niche is the effect of the human body—often exemplified through changes to
and/or variation in it—on the structure of language. There is significant evidence that the human
bite as molded by food production and consumption in a given society (i.e., agricultural foods
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versus foods in hunter-gather societies) biases the appearance of certain phones within a
language. Blasi’s et al. (2019) experimental models show that 30% less muscular effort is
required in the production of labiodental phones when speakers have an overbite or overjet bite
and these bite structures reduced the anatomical distance between the teeth and lips by 24-70%,
increasing the chance of accidental labiodental phone production. Overbite and overjet
configures are more prevalent in agricultural societies because of the food they eat compared to
the more prevalent edge-to-edge bite found in hunter-gather societies. This leads us to conclude
that the human body, in its anatomy, can bias the structure of a given language, leading to
linguistic diversity.

2.2.3 The dynamic interplay of ecological niches
It should be noted that while I have described these niches as discrete categories, as
Steffensen and Fill (2014: 7) writes, these distinctions mentioned here are “not be taken as a rigid
either/or-separation of different ecologies” and that each “distinction captures different
perspectives on the environment of language.” Zooming in on a single niche within the
“constellation” of the overall ‘ecosystem’ at any given point in time should not suggest that the
others are somehow insignificant or epiphenomenal (cf. Steffensen & Fill 2014: 7).
Care must be taken when entering this line of inquiry. The idea that language adapts to a
host of community-specific niches should not imply anything fixed about the nature of those
communities or their languages. Overly deterministic approaches to human diversity (with
linguistic diversity beginning a necessary part of it) once led to theories promoting scientific
racism. Spurious fields like eugenics aimed to reduce human diversity to genes and evaluate the
status of people groups accordingly. The Boasian revolution in the social sciences corrected this
error with adaptation at the heart of its explanation—people modify themselves to more
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successfully fit within the environments they inhabit. I suggest a similar approach to language.
Avoiding all deterministic tendencies, the state of these niches at any particular moment in time
are but ‘nudges’ that bias language structure probabilistically toward certain pathways over
others.
I conceptualize the sum of these niches as synthesized in the figure below:
Figure 11. The Niche Structure of the Language Ecology

These ecological environments guide the evolution of language diversification, leading to
greater linguistic diversity in the world. It should be noted, however, that while this has led to
greater diversity on a global scale (as is its tendency), these same processes can lead to reduced
diversity in particular corners of the globe at particular times (e.g. Koineization or sprachbund).
The factors that compose each environmental niche drive language divergence. Taking a
bio-evolutionary approach to describing these processes at the level of the “divergence of
dialects” reveals the greater mechanisms at work in the “initial stages of linguistic divergence”
(Honkola et al. 2018: 2). Dialectology, especially from work with language distances/similarity
percentages (Honkola et al. 2018), but also language maps (Haas 2010) can be used to observe
these mechanisms. This study will focus on how the niche factors from these language
environments drive the divergence and diversification of the Kayanic languages of Borneo as
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measured through calculated language similarity expressed through the phonological structure
and lexical composition of these languages and the resultant levels and geographic patterns of
intelligibility. Indeed, I am proposing that a ‘cartography of diversification’ of these little studied
Kayanic languages will provide insight into the mechanisms of language diversification more
generally.

2.3 Dialectology: A Synchronic Laboratory of Language Evolution
As previously mentioned, one way to gain an understanding of the mechanisms of
language diversification is to observe language divergence ‘in vivo.’ This evokes the field of
dialectology. Upon analogy with how biology describes speciation, dialectologists aim to take a
“microevolutionary approach to studying the initial stages of linguistic divergence, i.e. the
divergence of dialects” (Honkola et al. 2018: 2). Dialectology (and particularly its more
quantitative manifestation, dialectometry) as a field can be thought of as a synchronic laboratory,
with apt tools for describing and explaining language adaptation at the glossogenetic level.
Dialectometry has a history (at least, half a century long) of demonstrating how
quantitative linguistic distances are shaped by the physical environment in which speakers live
and interact. Jean Séguy (who coined the term ‘dialectométrie’) revealed in his early work on the
dialects of Gascogne in southern France that geography can have a clear effect on language
variation, as represented by lexical differentiation. It should be noted that Séguy too relied on
language map data in his trailblazing work (1971: 337-338). Today’s dialectometric studies do
the same, although there have been methodological and technological improvements (Heeringa
& Nerbonne 2001; Wieling et al. 2011).
In their study of Dutch, Wieling et al. (2011) show that the linguistic distances are
molded by both geographical and social niche factors. Geographical distance from the Dutch
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center of political and economic power showed successive patterns of lexical diffusion with the
most peripheral language varieties deviating the most from standard Dutch. Geography appeared
to be the most impactful factor in this study; however, social factors seemed to also play a role.
The population size and average age of the population were the social niche factors at play
among Dutch dialects (Wieling et al. 2011: 11). Population size and structure will play an
important role in understanding the Kayanic language ecology. As was mentioned earlier in this
review, although patterns of diffusion are indispensable as they establish geographical and
implicative coherence (See Chapter 1, Section 1.5), demonstrating the mechanism of divergence
is also essential to explaining linguistic niche adaptation, specifically, and language
diversification in general.
In a study of Finnish, Honkola et al. (2018) aim to formally test hypotheses of language
adaptation by examining how ecological niche factors bias the process of language
differentiation at the dialectal level. Here, they take a “biological microevolutionary approach in
order to study and understand the first steps of linguistic divergence” (Honkola et al. 2018: 9). In
addition to sheer geographic distance and local history effects, physical environmental
differences (subtle as they may be between different municipalities in Finland) and the
socio-cultural practices that arose from people adjusting to those differences had a heavy impact
on the differentiation and divergence of various dialects. Note that the physical niche and cultural
niche factors appear to have an effect independently of the other effects mentioned (Honkola et
al. 2018: 6). In one particularly important point, Honkola et al. suggest that “differences in
cultural adaptations, such as subsistence strategies arising from variation in the environmental
conditions, could have acted as non-physical barriers and limited contacts between groups” with
language divergence arising from this isolation (2018: 8). This point reminds us that while
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language diversification is a matter of diffusion and divergence, diffusion and divergence (or
convergence, for that matter) among language varieties is a matter of language contact. Language
contact is at the heart of this study’s description of language adaptation and variation.
In a study of Japonic language varieties, Lee & Hasegawa (2014) show that the ocean as
a natural barrier forms part of the physical niche that has driven language diversification. They
refer to this process as allopatric speciation. The concept of allopatric speciation (‘allopatric’
from Greek, meaning ‘other homeland’) in evolutionary biology refers to a model whereby
“physical isolation creates an effective barrier to gene flow” (Freeman & Herron 2007: 612). In
linguistic terms, allopatric speciation might be taken to mean communicative isolation leading to
ever decreasing intelligibility as the flow of lexical innovations (or repurposing) and
phonological feature innovations are impeded. This, over time, would lead to discrete
unintelligible clusters or what we informally refer to as ‘different languages’. These findings
apparently also hold for Ainu language varieties—the indigenous languages of Japan (Lee &
Hasegawa 2014).
In addition to these studies (and the German study (Haas 2010) mentioned in the
introduction showing how an investigation such as this is even possible), Montemagni et al.’s
Tuscan Gorgia study (2013), demonstrates how focusing on synchronic dialectometric and
language mapping data can index diachronic change, without ever touching diachrony per se
(i.e., through historical-comparative reconstruction, real-time studies, etc.).
Dialectology has much to offer to studies in language adaptation and language ecology.
Quantitative lexical distances as well as the accompanying data visualization, language maps,
offer the opportunity to identify language varieties and show patterns of diffusion and
divergence, predicated on local ecological conditions.
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2.4 Language mapping and language identification
One of the most important tools in the ‘dialectology laboratory’ is language mapping.
Language maps (also referred to as ‘language atlases’ when maps are more extensive) are the
substance of language inventories which form the main source of data for studies in diversity
linguistics. This cover term, provided by Drude (2018: 122), can be defined:
[in] a broad sense, … [as] those branches of linguistics that show interest in the diversity of
languages, their structure and relationship: descriptive linguistics (especially of previously
understudied languages, often in a fieldwork setting), language typology, and comparative
linguistics. Language documentation is included in or at least a close neighbor to this group. … In
a narrower sense, [‘diversity linguistics’ also includes]… those studies that are interested in the
diversity in itself, aiming in a first step at creating comprehensive catalogues of the world’s
linguistic diversity, where all languages are recorded with the information necessary to identify
them…

This ‘cartography of language diversification’ for Kayanic languages encompasses within its
goals the foci of diversity linguistics in both ‘broad’ and ‘narrow’ senses. Here, language and
dialects are identified, both by name and by language boundaries, established based on
calculated intelligibility. Their geographic distribution is then visualized graphically on a map.
The patterns of this distribution will speak to the mechanisms (in this case, linguistic ecological
niche adaptation mechanisms) that created the language diversity, observed in the region. This
will, of course, serve to reify the integrity of and describe the evolution of the Kayanic language
family. It will also demonstrate the potential role of synchronic dialectology in studies of
language evolution while providing a specific case in point. The practical goals of this study
include proposing adjustments to ISO 639-3 codes while providing initial-stage documentation
(new lexical data) for some Kayanic varieties that have yet to or rarely appear in print.
Language identification, followed by language mapping and language inventorying is an
essential way in which dialectological methods can be employed to answer important questions
in the evolution of language diversity. Nowhere is there more needed than in Borneo. In giving a
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brief annotation of Mosley and Asher’s Atlas of the World’s Languages (1994), Blust and Smith
(2014: 35) call the work:
[a]n ambitious attempt to map the world’s languages. Like most works of global scope, detail is
sacrificed in the name of comprehensiveness, and this is perhaps more true of Borneo than many
other locations for which better descriptive data is available.

Borneo needs good language maps and starting with Kayanic might be a good place.
Language inventory has a long tradition in the history of language studies, despite its
fluctuations in interests over time. Gesner’s Mithridates (1555) from the Renaissance is an early
work in language inventorying (Drude 2018: 123). During the Age of European colonialism, we
see the Catálogo de Lenguas de las naciones conocidas by Hervás y Panduro (1800) and
Friedrich Adelung and Johann Severin Vater’s work also named Mithridates (1806). Wilhelm
von Humboldt also investigated diversity linguistics (Drude 2018: 123). He believed that
language diversity was the result of an active Geisteskraft ‘mental power’ exercised by various
groups (1999 [1836]: xi). Although he viewed language as emanating primarily from the inner
workings of the mind, he nevertheless reminded us to:
take note of the quality of the transmitted material and the historical milieu in which a nation finds
itself at the time of a significant reshaping of language, between a prehistory that works upon it,
and the seeds of further development that lie within itself (1999 [1836]: 26).

The internal (or mental) and external ecologies of language interact, indeed, for “[s]peech
demands elements adapted to the possibility of its limitless use” (Humboldt 1999 [1836]: 109).
Vico was also an early theorist on language adaptation along these lines, suggesting that
languages reflect the collective learned experiences of its speakers. In short, language reflects
culture, and therefore can be probed to “seek out the ancient wisdom ... from the very wisdom of
their words” (Vico 1988 [1711]: 40).
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Throughout the late 19th and 20th centuries, dialectology and dialect mapping gained
interests, visualizing and theorizing on the mechanisms of language change and therefore
language diversity creation. Voegelin and Voegelin (1977) among few others brought language
inventorying into the modern age (cf. Drudge 2018). Wurm and Hattori (1981) produced a
stunning language inventory and atlas for the South Pacific region (including Borneo). Many of
today’s polygons that represent the distribution of Kayanic language varieties are based on Wurm
and Hattori’s work.
The Ethnologue (begun in the 1950’s but would rise to ascendancy by the 1990’s) became
the standard reference for language inventory data and language maps (cf. Drude 2018). The
Ethnologue, to date (August 2021), has information for 7,139 languages (Eberhard et al. 2021).
The massive amount of data in the Ethnologue soon warranted a system for unambiguously
identifying language varieties. An example of the problems encountered without such a system
are the fact that ‘Kayan’ is the name of a language in Borneo, but also the name of a language in
Myanmar and Papua New Guinea. ‘Rejang’ as in ‘Rejang Kayan’ is also a language in Sumatra.
To deal with this issue, the International Standardization Organization (ISO) in conjunction with
the Ethnologue established the three-letter ISO 639-3 code, for uniquely identifying languages
(Drude 2018: 124). To reiterate, one of the goals of this study is to suggest new ISO codes for
mutually unintelligible varieties and therefore update modern language inventories.
It should be noted that other language inventories exist as well for various purposes.
Some are more generalized language inventories (Glottolog, Sorosoro, etc.) while others may
focus on endangered languages (UNESCO, Endangered Languages) or language typology
(WALS, etc.). Language inventories and their maps help capture “landscapes of multilingualism”
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which helps us better understand the language ecology which is particularly important for
endangered languages (Drude et al. 2018: 2).
What is important here is that language maps, as part of the dialectology toolkit, can be
drawn upon to “illustrate some facet of information about language, or about communities of
language speakers” (Gawne & Ring 2016: 190). For our purposes, an interpretive language map
seems to be the most appropriate way to visualize and model the synchronic variation of
language groups in order to understand the mechanisms that lead to that variation.

2.5 Identification and mapping of the Kayanic languages
Research on Kayanic languages is quite scant. Therefore, these varieties, from the
standpoint of language mapping and language identification, are in need of serious work. In
passing, brief notes on the sociolinguistic and ethnographic milieu appear here and there. A few
wordlists were collected during the Dutch and British colonial periods (Barth 1910; Burns 1849;
Crawfurd 1852; Douglas 1911). Dutch military doctor Anton Willem Nieuwenhuis also collected
a wordlist (Sellato 2002: 31); however, his materials are unavailable.
In contemporary times, a few scholars have written brief works on Kayanic languages
(Blust 1972, 1974b, 1998, 2000, 2010; Clayre & Cubit 1974; Guerreiro 1996, 2002; Rousseau
1974). Blust (1977) wrote a basic sketch grammar of the Kayanic language, Uma Juman (what
we call here Rejang Kayan). Southwell (1990) wrote a dictionary for one Kayan variety. The
Pusat Bahasa—the government ministry for the languages of Indonesia—has recently published
some wordlists from this area, although matching the wordlists to specific ethnic groups is
challenging (Aritonang et al. 2002; Kurniawati et al. 2002).
Smith (2015, 2017, 2019) and Soriente (2003) provide considerably more data for
Kayanic languages. This study aims to add to the documentation available on Kayanic languages
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while providing an in-depth analysis on the structure of intelligibility, speaking to the larger
question of the evolution of language diversification.
It should be noted that various naming conventions complicate the language
identification process and, therefore, also, that language mapping process. Sometimes this was
due to scholarly inconsistency, but it is mostly due to the complex nature of ‘ethnicity’ and
‘ethnic categorization’ in Borneo (See Rousseau 1990).
Several maps exist for Kayanic languages (Wurm & Hattori 1983, Eberhard et al. 2021)
including a chart outlining the villages by ethnic group (Okushima 2006). These maps require
dialectometric analysis in the context of a language survey so that the language groups outlined
are more than impressionistic.

2.6 Sociolinguistic survey and survey tools
The practical instruments of carrying out linguistic fieldwork for the purposes of
language mapping and identification are subsumed within the realm of language survey research.
Language surveys (also known as Sociolinguistic surveys) are typical of survey research in the
social sciences in some ways, but are quite unique in others. While they rely on many of the
same research instruments as other social science (questionnaires, interviews, tests, rating or
attitude scales, content analyses, systematic literature reviews, and [participant-]observation)
(Blair 1990, Grimes 1995, Decker & Grummitt 2017, Cooper 1980), language surveys differ
from other sciences in that the product is considered a substantial work in itself. While, in other
sciences, surveys are generally “characterized as exploratory in nature, as being especially useful
at the preliminary stages of investigation, when the investigator is often ignorant of the relevant
variables[,] more often [sociolinguistic surveys] are not” (Cooper 1980: 113). Extensive
fieldwork and correlational designs often characterize survey research in linguistics; however,
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experimental designs are also used (Cooper 1980: 114). From this perspective, language surveys
can be generally informative or reportative in nature, but they can be hypothesis-driven as well
(Cooper 1980: 120).
The language survey is a collection of research techniques that have literally been field
tested all over the world in both pre- and post-industrial societies (Labov 1966 [North America],
Anonby & Holbrook 2010 [South America], Bender 1971 [Africa], Ladefoged et al. 1971
[Africa], Karan 1996, 2001 [Africa], Grierson 2005 [1928] [South Asia], Clifton 2002, 2005;
Malyshev et al. 2019 [Central Asia], MacNamara 1966 [Europe], Badia i Margarit 1969
[Europe], Pelkey 2011 [East Asia], Anderbeck 2008, 2018 [Southeast Asia], Anderbeck &
Aprilani 2013 [Southeast Asia], Meyers et al. 2003 [Southeast Asia], Z’graggen 1975, 1980
[Oceania], Charpentier & François 2015 [Oceania], Bickford 1991, 2005 [Sign Languages], also
see SIL International’s Journal of Language Survey Reports, formerly known as Electronic
Survey Reports, containing over 500 survey articles and monographs, representing 98 countries
and territories). Language surveys capture new data, not only from the language itself, but also,
about language behavior and behavior toward language (Agheyisi & Fishman 1970; Cooper
1980). Language surveys tell the state of the language interaction in a given linguistic
community.
The typical language survey (again see SIL International’s Journal of Language Survey
Reports), provides an overview of the places and people groups involved in the speech
community under question. They usually rely on a battery of research instruments (such as
wordlist

elicitation,

morphosyntactic elicitation, text

collection,

bilingual/multilingual

proficiency tests, non-reactive procedures, participatory folk dialectology focus groups, etc). The
relationship between language surveys and ethnographic methods from anthropology is also
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quite tight, employing a number of ethnographic tools (Bernard 2000; Bernard 2011). Language
surveys, particularly, in their ‘people profiles’ may engage in ethnology—analytically comparing
various people groups, revealing the distinctions and relationships among them in language
practice. Language contact and attitudes gains a fruitful source of data in ethnological analyses.
Methods are usually detailed with results presented in a manner consistent with any social
science study. Then all of this information is brought together and interpreted to provide a picture
of the language ecology of a given speech community.
Because language surveys usually collect language data to support its arguments, in
addition to data about the language, and, because an plethora of new data is usually provided in
the appendices (wordlists/lexicons, grammatical data, and annotated texts), I consider language
survey research a form of language documentation. After all, language surveys may sometimes
provide the only language data and grammatical description we have for certain language
varieties (Mahakam Kayan and Wehea are examples of this in this language survey).
In addition to the typical Boasian 'trilogy’ that forms the gold standard of language
documentation (dictionary/lexicon, grammar [sketch], and a collection of texts), ‘sociolinguistic
language documentation’ (Childs et al. 2014) and ‘ethnographically informed language
documentation’ (Harrison 2005) is essential to capture the uniqueness of linguistic practices and
culturally dependent grammatical features that would not otherwise be available to the
researcher. As Childs et al. (2014: 169) write “in highly multilingual and fluid linguistic contexts
where language use is organized around multilingual repertoires rather than ‘native’ languages,”
documentation needs to be about more than language structure.
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If language documentation is to accomplish its superlative goal of recording and
preserving (or even revitalizing) small, indigenous, and minority languages (SIM)11 (particularly
endangered ones), it must focus on preserving not just single languages, but entire language
ecologies (Mühlhäusler 1992). Documenting and preserving language ecologies must be at the
heart of language documentation and maintenance work, as Mühlhäusler (1992: 178) writes:
The aim of language maintenance must be to preserve active use, discourse, functioning patterns
of transmission, and other supporting ecological factors. Of particular importance is the
maintenance of dialectal and linguistic variety, for such diversity is the basis of language
regeneration. … It is very much an ecology that can guarantee to sustain discourse among the
speakers of a language and speakers of languages.

From this perspective, language survey research is indispensable to the language documentation
and conservation enterprise.
The information gathered in language survey research also helps contribute to language
policy and language program planning (MTB-MLE programs to sustain SIM languages or
language revitalization programs to revive endangered or moribund languages). Surveys are also
often used to evaluate language policy measures and language programs. And, of course, surveys
can contribute to language promotion, creating positive attitudes towards one’s language and
lending a kind of “symbolic value” since the language is worthy of having scientific study,
conducted on it or even in it (Cooper 1980). See La Llengua dels Barcelonins: Resultats d’una
enquesta sociològico-lingüística (Badia i Margarit 1969) for an example of this kind of language
promotion in Catalan (Cooper 1980: 121). Note that this language promotion can be viewed as
part of the symbolic niche that shapes language structure since language shift from negative
linguistic attitudes can have an effect on the evolution of all levels of linguistic analysis
11

I first introduced the term, ‘Small, indigenous and minority’ languages or ‘SIM languages’ for short, in an
academic setting at the Canada Institute of Linguistics (CanIL) Colloquium, during my talk, Do Languages Adapt to
their Environments? The Role of Language Documentation and Linguistic Fieldwork in Evolutionary Linguistics
(Notes from Indonesian Borneo) in April of 2021. I also used this term in my talk Field-based evolutionary
linguistics at Cog Fest (The NY-St. Petersburg Institute of Linguistics, Cognition and Culture) in July of 2021.
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(phonology, morphology, syntax, information structure, etc.). This, of course, also supports the
language documentation and conservation enterprise.
Language surveys such as this hypothesis-driven ‘cartography of diversification’ aim to
capture the dynamics of

language diversification, through wordlist collection and

lexicostatistical/phonostatistical analysis of intelligibility, interpreting those dynamics through
linguistic ecological niche factors identified in Kayanic ethnology.

2.7 Conclusions and summary: Defining terminology
To remind us of our ultimate guiding inquiry, this study is concerned with whether the
lexical composition of these Kayanic language varieties, as dictated by the phonological
structure of their lexemes, show adaptation to the environment (Linguistic Niche Hypothesis) in
which speakers live and interact. It is proposed that language adaptation in this way, is a driving
force in the creation of linguistic diversity. If so, this would be demonstrable by showing that
ecological niche factors—specific elements of the environment that shape an outcome—bias
patterns of intelligibility to diverge (or converge) with other language varieties. Remember that
diffusion and divergence form the main substance of language diversification.
While some variation is neutral (i.e neutral mutations), occurring under the conditions of
random or stochastic drift (e.g. regular sound change), which itself can be a complex concerted
evolutionary process (e.g. chain shifts, like the Great Vowel Shift in English), some variation is
due to the aforementioned adaptive biases, emerging from being shaped by the dynamic web of
interactions among various ecological niches—specific ‘compartments’ of the environment that
are open to influencing each other as well as language. The fact that this linguistic behavior, in
this case, mutual intelligibility, emerges from, not just being shaping by the ‘compartments’
themselves, but also the interaction of the ‘compartments,’ shows that language (and the inherent
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variation and change that constitute it) is a complex adaptive system. This dynamic web connects
at least ten ecological niches: (1) physical niche, (2) social niche, (3) cultural niche, (4) symbolic
niche, (5) cognitive niche, (6) linguistic niche, (7) technological niche, (8) developmental niche,
(9) bio-corporeal niche, and (10) genetic niche. These linguistic niches mold language at
multiple levels of linguistic analysis (although our focus here is on the lexicon and phonology).
Again, while described discretely for clarity purposes, in reality, they are not, forming that
dynamic web of interactions that constitute the complex adaptive system. Simply put, ‘the whole
is not the sum of its parts.’
Of course, this study will focus on a subset of the ecological niches at play—physical,
social, cultural, symbolic, and linguistic niches—within the overall language ecology of Kayanic
speakers.
In order to observe and understand how linguistic niches create language diversity, we
must borrow methods from a field that observes language divergence ‘in vivo’—dialectology or
dialect geography (and more specifically still, its quantitative subsection, dialectometry).
Dialectology has always been concerned with the adaptive interplay between language variation
and the social and environmental conditions of speech communities. Dialectology from a micro
evolutionary perspective will show how ecological niches lead to allopatric speciation by
creating either segregative or integrative conditions for speakers, limiting interactions and, thus,
intelligibility flow (analogized with ‘gene flow’ in biology)—the flow of phonological structure
and lexical composition features through language contact which would maintain intelligibility.
This, naturally, leads us to ask, what kinds of dialectology tools can do this? The answer?
Language mapping and identification tools as part of language survey fieldwork techniques.
Calculated intelligibility data will be collected through language survey wordlist elicitation (and
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archival wordlists) which will then be analyzed using lexicostatistics/phonostatistics. This will
provide language distances which are then clustered and plotted cartographically—forming an
interpretive map. This in itself will be a great contribution to the field since very little work has
been done on Kayanic. The results of the map will be interpreted further through the ecological
niches, found in the ethnographic recording and presented in the ethnology (the comparative
study of Kayanic cultures and their ecological conditions) in the next chapter. This will
demonstrate the linguistic niche adaptive mechanisms of language diversification from the case
study of Kayanic languages in Central Borneo—a ‘cartography of diversification.’ In addition to
this, practical goals of refining language inventory data (adjusting ISO codes) and providing new
language documentation for previous undescribed or underdescribed SIM languages allow this
study to contribute to language conservation and potentially mother tongue-based multilingual
education (MTB-MLE) or language revitalization in the region. This is an existential concern of
the entire field of linguistics and hypothesis-driven, sociolinguistic-sensitive language survey
research such as this is at the heart of the enterprise.
Let us not turn to identifying the ecological niches at play in Kayanic language
communities.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology & Fieldwork:
Research on the Language Ecology of Borneo
[T]echnique exists for the service of ideas. Without content, technical virtuosity is barren.
Sociolinguistic surveys can be useful not only to the extent that their techniques are appropriate
and sound but, more importantly, to the extent that the information they are designed to collect is
worth gathering…
—Robert L. Cooper12

3.1 Introduction
In this section, I describe the methodology and its constitute tools, used to address
whether the phonological structure and lexical composition of the Kayanic languages as reflected
in their patterns of calculated intelligibility show signs of adaptation to their language
ecology—the claim purported by the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis. I began by describing my
fieldwork—indeed the methodological center of all language survey research. In addition to this,
I take a moment of reflexivity on the ethical and experiential aspects of fieldwork among the
Kayanic peoples of Central Borneo. From there, I describe the quantitative orientation of this
study, followed by a detailed outline of specific survey tools employed. Finally, I lay out the
method and procedures for doing lexicostatistics/phonostatistics. I conclude with a section on
data processing, analysis, and management.

3.2 Finding the field
The first step in any fieldwork research is to tightly circumscribe one’s area of inquiry.
Regionally speaking, this study focuses on the Kayanic language varieties of Central Borneo.

12

Quoted from Cooper (1980).
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Kayanic languages share this area with many different languages across many different language
subgroups within Austronesian. This has naturally led to many scenarios of language and cultural
contact (which will be important to our discussion of language adaptation) which, of course, has
created many continuities among the people groups there. Despite these continuities, a strict
focus will be maintained on language varieties, established as Kayanic, as was previously
attested in the historical-comparative reconstruction literature (Smith 2017a; Soriente 2003).

3.3 Life in the field
The vicissitudes of life in the field are well known. Going to new places and forming new
relationships is always rewarding, but fieldwork is, of course, not without its challenges.
My fieldwork was conducted in Indonesia from August 2019-March 2020. One of the
biggest adjustments required a great shift in plans due to the infamous Covid-19 pandemic—a
point to which I will return presently. When I arrived in Indonesia, language training was the first
matter of order. Having not spoken Indonesian in years, I began classes in Yogyakarta, refreshing
my Indonesian language skills to be used in the field. After a little over a month of intensive
language training, I was able to contact a member of the Wehea community, to visit East
Kalimantan, to get the lay of the land. I took the opportunity to explore the cultural landscape of
the region. I visited East Kalimantan two times in 2019, traveling from village to village over
land and upriver by boat, getting necessary permissions and forging connections for later
research.
Due to needing a visa status change, survey research did not take place until March 2020.
Unfortunately data collection was cut short due to a required evacuation of all foreign
researchers, therefore I had to leave with the data I had already collected. In a frenzy, I managed
to collect four wordlists (Wehea, Kelinjau Modang, Mahakam Kayan, and Bahau) within the city
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of Samarinda. From there, I sought out wordlists for the other language varieties that were
published in the linguistic literature. Note that my Wehea and Mahakam Kayan lists were
completely new additions to the literature at that point. My Bahau list was incomplete and
therefore not incorporated into this study.

3.4 Ethical concerns: On reflexivity and practice
Ethics in human subjects research is always a question of responsibilities and actions.
What are my responsibilities to the communities and the individuals that comprise them? In what
ways do I ensure their physical, psychological, socio-economic, or legal protection?
As field linguists, we work with people. This is the most important of all considerations to
remember when doing any linguistic work in the field.
While conducting a sociolinguistic survey for the Kayanic languages, I made sure to
conduct myself in a friendly and professional manner, always seeking the proper permission and
consent to ensure my consultants protection and well-being.
Another ethical concern has to do with the racism-soiled history of studies in the
evolution of language and of human cognitive capacities in general. While linguists (as cognitive
scientists) mostly abandoned the topic of language evolution in the 19th century (Société de
Linguistique de Paris in 1866) until quite recently (Pinker & Bloom 1990), Anthropology and
other social sciences continued work on the subject. Alexander Francis Chamberlain in his The
Child: A Study in the Evolution of Man (1900) describes an ‘baby-cry origin of language’ theory
wherein he draws corollaries between enfant linguistic features, nature-imitating onomatopoeia
and reduplicative syntax in the, so called, “languages of savages and barbarians” and the
evolution of language. Speaking of native Australian, American, and African languages (so
called “primitive peoples” or “primitive races”), he writes (1900: 115-116):
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The first speech of mankind consisted of natural cries--shouts, grunts, and hisses...That there is a
great variety in the onomatopoeic or imitative words of the lowest races of man--a much greater
variety than can be said to exist in the early speech of the human child--is evident from a careful
study of their language. In the different Australian dialects, e.g., we find the following words
(among others) for 'laugh': waler, krambalwert, kangalla, gooryman, kinka, tirrikeblin, munka, yie,
munjur, kindi pillia, karibok, ginthinthintha, wathiman, yathin, etc.; and among American Indian
tribes the following names for the 'butterfly': tlētlū, lōlēnū, kōlílū, walwilékash, képkap, wékwak,
etc.; and in Australia: billybyleukka, coolumbria, booroo booroo, balumbir, etc. So, also, there is
immense variety in the words for 'yes' and 'no' among the Australian and other primative
languages, complexity being often found where least expected, and simplicity where it might not
be looked for.
It is fair, however, to say that, with respect to human noises and movements especially,
the Australians (and some other primitive races as well, like the Fanti) evidence great skill in
onomatopoeic imitation. The Dieyerie language of South Australia, e.g., has many very expressive
words of this sort.

One must proceed with caution not to imply that what is special about these languages is some
snapshot of a primitive or exoticized state. That the principles of language evolution are
universal and that this is just one case study that is inclusive of the languages of Borneo. Any
claims like those made by Chamberlain (1900) are clearly and blatantly false; yet, we must aim
to enlighten our understanding of how the ‘external’ environment in which people are situated
interacts on the structuration of ‘e-language’ which is turn, ‘seeps into’ the structure and
restructures the ‘i-language’ or linguistic competence, leading to the birth of linguistic diversity.

3.5 Quantitative approaches to language diversification and evolution
This thesis relies primarily on quantitative methods in calculations of intelligibility.
Lexicostatistics and phonostatistics are the methodologies by which I will analyze the lexical
data for Kayanic languages. Lexicostatistics measures the word-level similarity between a given
set of lexical items. Phonostatistics examines the specific phones within those lexemes,
measuring language distance as a function of differences in phonetic features. These methods
provide percentages that represent the likelihood that there is no structural barrier to
communication between given sets of language variants.
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3.6 Connecting methods with tools
Quantitative methods call for the use of specific tools in the data collection process. First, I will
describe how data were collected (through original fieldwork) and amassed (through the
linguistic literature). Then, I will describe, in the next section, the procedures involved in data
management, preparation, and analysis, yielding the results outlined in the next chapter.

3.6.1 Selecting sample populations
As is typical of language mapping studies (cf. Anderbeck 2008), this study relies on
‘judgement’ sampling or what is also known as ‘purposive’ sampling (Bernard 2011). Both the
sampling of villages and the consultants within them rely on this sampling method. Bernard
(2011) explains that with judgement sampling “you decide the purpose you want informants (or
communities) to serve, and you go out to find some.” This sampling method was selected,
because it meets two main criteria for which non-probabilistic sampling methods such as this one
are particularly apt: (1) large survey studies for hard-to-reach populations and (2) studies that
focus on socially shared or cultural knowledge (Bernard 2011). This study meets both of those
criteria as it is a very largely encompassing survey, based on garnering socially shared
knowledge of lexical items in a given language community.
While the original plan was to visit and collect new data for the villages representing
each language group, due to Covid-19, consultants, representing several language groups (Wehea
Modang, Kelinjau Modang, Bahau, and Mahakam Kayan) were purposefully sought. All other
language varieties were obtained through the linguistic literature.
As most of the information about language communities and their exact locations are
hard to come by, villages were chosen by scouring the available linguistic, anthropological, and
conservation biology literature. Of the 20 Kayanic language variants attested, three—namely
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Long Belah (Guerreiro 1993: 185), Mendalam Kayan (Eberhard et al. 2021), and Punan Mahkam
(Guerreiro 1993: 185)) were completely unidentifiable using the aforementioned sources.

3.6.2 Sociolinguistic survey instruments
Below are the survey instruments used to collect the data, required for accessing the
lexical composition and phonological structure of the Kayanic language varieties under study.
3.6.2.1 Informal interviews (with ‘knowledgeable insiders’)
Interviews with knowledgeable insiders was extreme helpful in order to seek the proper
permissions to conduct fieldwork, make the connections and form relationships with those who
would be consultants, lend credibility, and get the ‘lay of the land’ in terms of the locations and
distributions of languages and their locations. Most were truly informal, but one in particular
took the for of a semi-structured interview, typically of ethnographic/sociolinguistic interviewing
(Emerson et al. 2011; Blair 1990). One really useful interview in particular yielded an extensive
list of languages and the villages where they were spoken in addition to a basic ‘insider-view’
mapping of the Mahakam river.

Figure 12. Ethnolinguistic map produced in one of the interviews
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3.6.2.2 Wordlists: Collection and comparison
The data corpus for this study includes wordlists from 17 Kayanic language variants.The
wordlist used for this study includes the 210-word Basic Austronesian Wordlist (Greenhill et al
2008). For the lists, I collected, the Basic Austronesian Wordlist was augmented by the rest of
the Swadesh wordlist upon which it was based (Swadesh 1955). A few items, specific to the
Kayanic socio-cultural and natural environment were added to my lists as well. The wordlists in
this study were collected both from fieldwork by me and through the linguistic literature. Only
the words that figured in the Basic Austronesian Wordlist were analyzed using lexicostatistics/
phonostatistics. Due to Covid-19, one speaker followed up with additional data for a wordlist
with recordings over Whatsapp. The additional lists were found throughout the linguistic
literature and incorporated into the analysis. Here is the table of wordlist sources:
Table 3. Wordlists used in the lexicostastical/phonostatistical analysis of this study
Wordlists
Espree-Conaway (2020)

Kelinjau Modang [Long Tesak], Wehea,
Bahau, Mahakam Kayan

Smith (2017a)

Ngorek, Merap [Mpraa], Baram Kayan
[Long Naah], Data Dian Kayan, Rejang
Kayan [Balui Liko], Busang, Bahau,
Long Gelat, Modang, Gaai, Punan
Kelai.

Soriente (2003)

Pua’, Hueng Bau, Nyibun, Kayan River
Kayan [Uma Laran Kayan].

Blust (1974a)

Ngorek (Murik)

Data from Pusat Bahasa and other archival sources were consulted but not incorporated
into the lexicostatistical/phonostastical analysis of this study (Aritonang et al. 2002; Astar et al.
2002; Kurniawati et al. 2002; Blust 1974a; Rousseau 1974a; Smith 2019; Southwell 1990;
Douglas 1911, 1912; Burns 1849; Brooke Low 1896; Barth 1910).
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3.6.2.3 Participant observation and fieldnotes
While in the field, I kept a field notebook where I collected information and reflected upon that
information and my role in its creation (the kind of reflectivity, typical of fieldwork-based
sciences). I also actively participated in social and cultural activities that further deepen my
knowledge of the contextual environment in which these languages are used. This aided, not only
in building the kind of trust, necessary to collect good linguistic data (in this case, primarily
lexical data), but also, to have the experience to better interpret the ethnographic data, surveyed
in this study.

3.7 Data management, preparation, and analysis
The analysis process began with collaborating the Ethnologue Project Indonesia (EPI) survey
team and the databases they had amassed based on Pusat Bahasa data (Aritonang et al. 2002;
Astar et al. 2002; Kurniawati et al. 2002) and other data sources in the literature (Smith 2017;
Soriente 2003). In a desire to get a ‘first pass’ at the language varieties their were likely to cluster
and to observe the most likely clustering patterns, Gabmap (Leinonen et al. 2016)—a
computational dialectology tool was used. This tool automates the integration of precise
geographic data, Levenshtein distance statistical analysis13, and cartographic visualization. Karl
Anderbeck (one of the committee members on this thesis) and I ran an initial pass on this data,
arriving at the figure below.

13

Levenshtein distances are considered phonostatistics in more contemporary dialectological studies (Anderbeck
2018); however, this study takes a more traditional approach to defining phonostatistics as outlined in Grimes &
Agard (1959) and Mckaughan (1964). More on this below.
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Figure 13. Gabmap Computational Classification of Language Data from Linguistic Scholarship

Below is a snapshot of the coded EPI database used in the Gabmap program.
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Figure 14. Snapshot from the EPI survey team database ‘epi2019northborneo4gabmap’

This information would inform the language varieties chosen as part of the lexicostatistical/
phonostatistical analysis later in the process. More specifically, this data showed a signal overlap
between Kayan and Kenyah languages which was corroborated by Soriente (2003) which made
it sensible to test Nyibun and Pua’ as part of the Kayanic group.
The data were then coded and consolidated by data scientists on the EPI team. From
there, I added my lists to database. I then compile a new analytical database where each sheet
placed the two varieties in question side by side. The data were normalized to characters,
following the pattern, employed in Smith (2017a, 2019) during the analysis. Lexicostatistics/
phonostatistics analysis of the 17 language varieties chosen was performed for each pair.
Language varieties were not compared across subgroups as, based on qualitative observation, the
likelihood of intelligibility across subgroups is quite low and such an analysis would be beyond
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the scope of this thesis. This comes out to 41 language comparisons or approximately 8,200
apparent cognate pairs analyzed for a dataset of nearly 3,000 lexical items collected. Here is a
link to the lexicostatistical/phonostatistical analysis datasheets: https://bit.ly/3uZzgF7

3.7.1 Lexicostatistics/Phonostatistics: Statistical methods for analysis
Lexicostatistics/phonostatistics is a statistical method for analyzing the phonological
structure and the lexical composition of a given set of language varieties. In many ways, these
methods are not separate, phonostatistics is a deeper level of lexicostatistics as the lexical
similarity is judged in the assembly of apparent cognates and phonostatistics more precisely
calculates their similarity distance. As mentioned before, some use Levenshtein distance to
calculate phonostatistics; however, because the Gapmap system—a common tool of measuring
Levenshtein distance—was not operating for most of the year of the writing of this thesis, this
type of analysis was not particularly feasible. Mckaughan (1964: 98) refers to phonostatistics
as:
…[A] statistical measure of language divergence,…a measurement of degrees of distance,…a
statistical expression of the logical difference between pairs of related languages. In practice lends
support to the lexicostatistical conclusions, and also gives further comment on language relations.

This is how lexicostatistics/phonostatistics is used here. Nahhas & Mann (2006; and also in
Nahhas 2007) outline the procedures for performing lexicostatistics/phonostatistics analysis.
While they do not explicitly states this, their statistical method is known as a Sørensen-Dice
index. Here are the equations of this method, first to calculate the lexical structure and
phonological similarity within a pair of apparent cognates (A) and then to calculate the lexical
similarity across the entire language variety (B).
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(A)

(B)

Allow me to explain these calculations. In the first equation, c is the score for any two
apparent cognates. Variable x represents the data point of one set (or language variety wordlist)
which ‘intersects’ with y point in another set (or wordlist) phonetically and semantically—that is,
by being possible apparent cognates. p is the unity of those intersections which is divided by the
number of points in those sets that intersect. If these intersecting points adhere to parameters set
before the analysis they ‘pass’ and are apparent cognates. The parameters I set were those
suggested in Nahhas & Mann (2006: 38-39).
Consonants must be exactly the same to be considered category 1 in similarity.
Consonants were category 2 if they differed by 1 place or manner of articulation. They were
considered category 3 if they differed by 2 or more places or manners of articulation. For vowels,
vowels that were exactly the same or one place of articulation away were considered category 1.
Two places were considered category 2. Very different vowels of three or more places away were
considered category 3. Here is a fictitious example of the labeling process.
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Table 4. An example of alignment and the analysis of one apparent cognate
Wordlist A

Wordlist B

kmafeʔeʔi ‘food’

knagɛʔæʔɑ ‘food’

If the number of category 1 designations is other 50% and the number of category 1 and 2
designations is over 75% then the apparent cognate ‘passes’ and is assigned a ‘1’ (i.e., c = 1). If
the apparent cognate fails then it is assigned a ‘0’ (i.e., c = 0). The apparent cognates in the table
above passes since over 50% of the phones are category 1 and over 75% of the phones are either
category 1 or category 2.
The next procedure (represented by the second equation or the Sørensen-Dice index). To
arrive at the ID or the ‘intelligibility distance,’ the intersection of set A and set B (or wordlist A
and wordlist B) which, of course, is the sum of all ‘passes’ or all points where c=1 is calculated
and multiple times two. This is then divided by the number of sets which is again two. From
there a percentage is given which represents the ID or what is referred to in full matrix presented
in the next chapter as the ‘Intelligibility Similarity Percentages Based on Lexicostatistical/
Phonostatistical Comparison.’
While the SIL standard is usually set at 60% and others have suggested a 70% (Nahhas &
Mann 2006), here we use Romaine’s (2000:5) more restricted criteria of 81%. Romaine’s 81%
threshold is used as the ‘cut-off’ for language varieties being considered dialects of the same
language. Qualitative evidence for the validity of his threshold comes from Southwell's
description of Kayanic intelligibility. While he mentions that Kayan speakers can communicate
with ease over the vastly expansive territory in which they inhabit, for what we label as Baram
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Kayan and Rejang Kayan, “the variants in pronunciation, intonation and vocabulary render
conversation during initial contact more difficult, but communication is quite possible”
(Southwell 1990: ix). Note that the findings below put these two varieties to 90% which suggests
that if there is minor difficulty at this level and that comprehension difficulty would increase
successively with a decrease in the intelligibility percentage.
After arriving at the intelligibility percentages, clustering took place in the form of
geometric figures, plotted in conceptual space. Clustering seems to be an important component
of phonostatistics (Grimes 2001: 88). Clusters (or subclusters, clusters, and superclusters in
Anderbeck’s (2018) terminology) are presented as dialect chains, language chains—specially
defined here as successive wave patters of unintelligible but closely clustering languages (i.e.,
language varieties at 79% cluster closely but are still considered separate languages), and
projected related languages of very distant similarity in lexical composition or phonological
structure. More on this in Section 4.5.
The percentages and clusters are considered the ‘first component’ of our cartography of
diversification—that is the conceptual component showing implicative coherence—while the
geolinguistic mapping is considered the second component. This component establishes
geographic coherence which is then interpreted in light of environmental niche factors related to
Kayanic ethnology, cultural geography and language contact.

3.7.2 Data Archiving
All original language documentation from this study will be archived among various
documentary databases. All documents and recordings (audio and video) will be filed with
Kaipuleohone—an archive for language documentation for the Asia-Pacific area at the
University of Hawaii. Copies will be archived at the Bloomfield Language Institute (BLI)
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(https://bit.ly/3iqoPaj). Copies will also be filed with the Universitas Negeri Malang and the
Universitas Borneo Tarakan—as per the requirements of my research visa—so that local
scholars and community members have access to the data. Language ‘sample’ videos have also
been housed at WikiTongues (a YouTube-based archival platform) providing general public
exposure for language communities—a boon for local communities aiming to protect their
traditional lands.
Mahakam Kayan (WikiTongues): https://bit.ly/3uZyY0Z
Bahau (WikiTongues): https://bit.ly/3PsIVvQ
Copies of the wordlists will be submitted to the Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database, to
further the comparative work conducted on the Austronesian language family as a whole. The
comprehensive database for this study will be filed on Zenodo—a scientific database
platform—for the sake of scientific rigor (verifiability and replicability).

3.8 Summary: The purpose of the procedures?
The purpose of the procedures—the enactment of the methodology—as Cooper (1980)
mentioned in the quote at the beginning of this chapter is “for the service of ideas.” Indeed, the
“information they are designed to collect [must be] worth gathering.” In this methodology
chapter I have outlined the methods, techniques and procedures required to shed light on the
diversification of language from the perspective of Borneo. Let us now turn to the analysis to
understand the nature of language diversity within the Kayanic language family and the
environmental ‘nudges’ that provide clues for how it came to be this way.
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CHAPTER 4
Kayanic Languages and Kayanic Dialects
Consuetudo loquendi est in motu.
‘Everyday language is always in motion.’
—Marcus Terentius Varro

4.1 Introduction
The first component of our ‘cartography of diversification’ is the calculation and
mapping of intelligibility distances based on lexicostatistical/phonostatistical comparison. These
lexical similarity results allow us to map, in conceptual space (clusters), the in vivo divergence or
convergence of these languages as features diffuse (or not) from one language variety to another.
First comes a conceptual mapping, followed by geographic mapping—the second component of
our ‘cartography of diversification.’

4.2 Previous research
As mentioned in Chapter 2, very little scholarship has focused on Kayanic languages
(Smith 2015). Within this work, very few scholars have worked on Kayanic dialectology,
particularly from a lexicostatistics perspective (Blust 1974a, Hudson 1967; 1978, Soriente 2003,
Kroeger 1998, Masfufah 2018, Omar & Norahim 2020). No scholarship, to my knowledge, has
taken a phonostatistics approach to these languages. Blust (1974a, 1974b) offers some
lexicostatistical analyses for various Kayan varieties (spoken at villages, Long Atip and Uma
Juman) as well as Ngorek or Murik (from Long Semiang).14 I have labeled these varieties for our
purposes: Long Atip Kayan [lak], Uma Juman Kayan [ujk], and Ngorek [ngo]. The first
comparison is based on wordlists of 100 words while the second is based on a 180-item wordlist
(Kroeger 1998: 42).
14

Blust (1974) uses the term ‘Murik’ in his paper.
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LAK
| 72
UJK … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
| 56
58
NGO
LAK
| 84
UJK … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
| 65
66
NGO

The relative distance between Blust’s calculations is what is important (cf. Kroeger 1998) here.
In an overview of the languages of Sarawak, Kroeger (1998) discusses some Kayanic
lexicostatistics data in comparison to other languages of Borneo. Based on the language varieties
from Long Dunin (Kenyah) and Uma Juman (Kayan), Kroeger presents data from Blust (1974a)
showing a lexicostatistical score of 41%. This is not a definitive relationship between Kenyah
and Kayan because Kroeger (1998: 48) finds a closer relationship between Long Dunin and
another Kayan language variety, Uma Bawang (51.5%). He goes on to present Blust’s Kayan and
Murik comparisons (outlined above). Altogether, he uses this evidence to suggest that Kayanic is
closer to Kenyah than any other language groups, yet that there is not enough evidence to
consider them as one Kayan-Kenyah family or that Kayanic should be included in Blust’s larger,
overarching North Sarawak subgroup.15 The propinquity between Kayanic languages and
Kenyah languages is probably a function of linguistic and cultural contact over centuries.
Soriente (2003: 34) offers some lexicostatistical data for various Kayan and Kenyah
languages. Her focus here is, of course, on Kenyah. Pua’ clusters with Nyibun at 67%. While
they are all considered culturally Ngorek due to their ethnic histories, Nyibun clusters more
closely with Kenyah varieties ranging from 78-85%. Smith (2017) does not include Nyibun in
his Kayanic classification, although Soriente (2008: 59) classifies it under Kayanic. Soriente
mentions, that Nyibun, a language under severe language shift to Leppo’ Ke’ (itself an
15

Work from Smith (2015) also supports this conclusion.
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endangered language),16 has replaced most of its vocabulary with borrowings from Leppo’ Ke,’
Kayanic phonological features17 still persist and therefore it should be classified as Kayanic.
With numbers similar to what I calculated for Pua’ and Nyibun, further investigation is
needed to understand the relationship between Nyibun and other Murik-Merap languages.
Pua’
| 67

Nyi … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Soriente (2003: 35) also mentions that “Pua’ [stands] somewhat isolated being at an
intermediate level between Kayan and Kenyah.”
Although these languages are not closely related, Masfufah (2018: 35) compares Bahau
with Benuaq and Tonyooi (or Tunjung), in order to measure the distance among these disparate
Bornean languages.
BHV
| 27
BEN … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
| 31
46
TJG

Masfufah (2018: 35) offers this tree to show, not the family or subgrouping relatedness, but the
distances between the languages.

Figure 15. Masfufah’s Distance Tree. Adapted by DeAndré A. Espree-Conaway. Accessed 14 September 2021.

16
17

Nyibun and Leppo’Ke’ share a lexicostatistical score of 82%.
Nyibun shares phonological traits with Pua’, in particular, but also with Kayan varieties as well.
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Using more nuance relatedness criteria,18 Masfufah (2018: 37) concluded that all of the
languages are related on a larger scale. Their data is probably picking up the phylogenetic signal
of their being Austronesian languages. Musfufah further details this relatedness by explaining
that Tonyooi and Benuaq are of the same family while Bahau are related to these languages by
being of the same ‘stock.’ Again, the phylogenetic signal between Bahau and the others is
probably Austronesian while the signal between Tonyooi and Benuaq is probably the fact that
they belong to the Greater Barito subgroup (Eberhard et al. 2021). Naturally, Masfufah (2018:
37) concludes that all the languages of their study are unintelligible.
Omar & Norahim (2020) has also offered some lexicostatistics analyses. They compare
Lepo’ Tau, a dialect of so-called Mainstream Kenyah [xkl] (Eberhard et al. 2021), with Kayan
from the “tributaries of the Upper Baram” (Omar & Norahim 2020: 94) or Baram Kayan [kys].
KYS
| 49 XKL … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

While in a footnote, they offer that they have “also conducted a lexicostatistic comparison of
Kayan related languages” (Omar & Norahim 2020: 97), no such data is given in the paper.

4.3 Lexical similarity results
It should be clearly noted that questions of ‘relatedness’ or ‘true cognicity’ are not dealt with
here since the comparative method was not part of this study. These data, however, do provide
reifying evidence, ‘backing up’ the conclusions of historical-comparative studies conducted
elsewhere (Smith 2017; Soriente 2003).
To reiterate from this previous chapter, the similarity between the phonological structure
18

Masfufah (2018: 32) uses a very nuanced set of criteria to derive conclusion about relatedness from
lexicostatistics: percentages between 81-100% constitute a language [the same as our criteria]; 36-81% are in the
same family; 12-36%, the same ‘stock;’ 4-12%, the same microphylum; 1-4%, the same mesophylum; and <1%, the
same macrophylum.
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of a pair of lexemes is calculated in the following manner:

If c = 0.75 or higher19, the pair ‘passes’ and is considered an apparent cognate. All apparent
cognates which comprise the set of c are divided by the total number pairs in the wordlist
comparison space. This produces the ID or intelligibility distance between two language
varieties.

The intelligibility percentages are presented in table 5 below. Lexicostatistical/phonostatistical
comparisons were run for the various language varieties within their respective subgroups (as
established in Smith 2017). The data is presented to three decimal places in accordance with the
tradition in quantitative dialectology.

19

Note the caveat that 50% or more of the phonemes must be exactly the same for consonants and exactly the same
or one articulatory place away for vowels.
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Table 5. Similarity Percentages Based on Lexicostatistical/Phonostatistical Comparison
KAYAN VARIETIES

BAH
|0.767
|0.789
|0.451
|0.707
|0.755
|0.795

BUS … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
0.821 KRK
0.445 0.407 MK … … … … … … … … … … …
0.815 0.829 0.327 BK
0.878 0.866 0.377 0.926 RK … … … … … …
0.815 0.843 0.395 0.859 0.913 DDK

NGOREK (MURIK-MERAP) VARIETIES NGO
|0.734
|0.608
|0.649
|0.707

HUE … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
0.525 MER
0.577 0.649 NYI … … … … … … … … … … …
0.833 0.481 0.594 PUA

MODANG VARIETIES

WEH
|0.614
|0.545
|0.573
|0.530

KM … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
0.876 LGA
0.639 0.615 SEG … … … … … … … … … … …
0.618 0.562 0.751 PKE
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4.4 Kayanic languages and Kayanic dialects
The criteria for intelligibility or the ‘cut-off thresholds’ described here are more complex
than usual. The SIL rule of thumb for lexicostatistics is to place the threshold below which
structural factors are highly likely to prevent intelligibility at 60% (Grimes 1995; Blair 1990).
Nahhas & Mann (2006) suggest a 70% threshold. Romaine (2000:5) and others (Jackson 1983;
Swadesh 1954; Ellis 2007) have used the higher threshold of 81% for marking the difference
between ‘language’ and ‘dialect.’ Ellis reminds us, however, that the threshold indicating that
there is no structural barrier to communication is the point, not that the percentage actually
indicates differentially how well speakers understand each other, as he mentions that two
Micronesian languages in his data had a intelligibility score of 95%, yet were still unintelligible
for other reasons (Ellis 2007: 13). There is some evidence that ordinarily if a language variety
scores at 85% or above, that languages are likely to be intelligible enough to share written
literature, but, in the case of education programs, no action to create a joint orthography/
literature between any two groups should ever precede without further testing (Grimes 1992: 32).
Anecdotally speaking, while Spanish and Italian share a lexical similarity of 82%, deep
communication is hardly possible. My spanish-speaking friends have been able to watch Italian
movies, getting the gist of chunks of text (rather than individual sentences) enough to follow the
story well. However, when in Italy, I saw a Spaniard ask for directions to a random person on the
street. While they both spoke Spanish and Italian respectively, it was not without slowing the rate
of speech significantly and perhaps other linguistic accommodations. Since asking for directions
was quite strained, one can imagine that deeper communication would be precluded.
Instead of relying on one threshold, we will use them in various ways. The thresholds
used in this study are organized thus:
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Figure 16. Predicted Intelligibility Thresholds

Logically speaking, there is full consensus that anything 60% and below is completely
unintelligible. So Level 4 is the ‘No Intelligibility’ level. Level 3 scores imply both that the
possibility of intelligibility is low and that if there is intelligibility, it too is indeed low. Level 2 is
the most ambiguous level. While the possibility of a language variety being intelligible is
medium to low, if there is intelligibility it is unlikely to be high—meaning complex linguistic
interactions are probably precluded in this scenario. Level 1 implies that there are
probabilistically no structural barriers (phonological or lexical) to intelligibility, but further
testing is needed to truly elucidate whether there is intelligibility and the quality of that
intelligibility.
Here only Level 1 language varieties are considered ‘dialects’ of a common language,
while all other levels are considered ‘separate languages.’ If the highest threshold is not met,
then I would recommend labeling them as different linguistic systems that are likely to only be
crossed by linguistic accommodation and/or language learning.
Among the Kayan language varieties, it is clear that Rejang Kayan, Data Dian Kayan,
and Baram Kayan are all dialects within the same language, despite there being slightly more
distance between Baram Kayan and Data Dian Kayan (86%). Rejang Kayan and Data Dian
Kayan scored 91% and Rejang Kayan and Baram Kayan scored 93% (the highest percentage
among all Kayanic languages). A dialect chain is in formation here. It also includes Busang
through its Level 1 connections with Rejang Kayan and Kayan River Kayan through its
closeness to Rejang Kayan. Kayan River Kayan and Data Dian appear to be mutually intelligible
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as well. A moderate distance of 84% is indicated for these dialects. Busang and Kayan River
Kayan, Busang and Data Dian Kayan, Busang and Baram Kayan, and Kayan River Kayan and
Baram Kayan all lean toward the edge of intelligibility at 81 or 82%.
Bahau seems to be slightly divergent from the other language varieties, falling below the
81% threshold. This suggests that the possibility of inherent intelligibility is variable, although
learning or linguistic accommodation may overcome this. It is curious that the relationship
between Bahau and all other language varieties seems to coherently range between 70-80%.
According to this data, I would consider Bahau a separate language from the Rejang-Data DianKayan River-Busang-Baram Kayan dialect chain. Mahakam Kayan20 is, of course, completely
unintelligible with the other language varieties. In sum, there are three languages of Kayan:
Bahau, Mahakam Kayan, and, what I will call, the Central Kayan Dialect Chain.
In the Ngorek category, the distribution of the languages is much more spread out in
terms of intelligibility. Also, the quality of intelligibility is much lower overall compared to the
Kayan language varieties. What is clear, however, is that the relationship between these
languages form a language/dialect chain. Huang Bau and Pua’ are the only varieties that can be
said to be highly likely to be dialects of a common language among the Ngorek data. At 83%, it
should be noted that they learn toward the bottom edge of intelligibility. Ngorek and Hueng Bau
and Ngorek and Pua’ have scores of 73% and 71% respectively. This places these varieties
within the Level 2 ‘highly variable category.’ Ngorek and Merap (61%), Ngorek and Nyibun
(65%), and Merap and Nyibun (65%) all fall within the low probability of intelligibility category.
These varieties, if they are indeed intelligible, the quality of the intelligibility is also probably
20

In addition to the classification of Mahakam Kayan within Kayanic in previous works (Guerreiro 1996), despite
the low percentages not typical of related languages, several basic sound changes provide evidence for the
placement of Mahakam Kayan within Kayanic. Mahakam Kayan appears to have undergone the Kayanic innovation
of word-final glottal stops after final vowels (cf. Smith 2017: 60). There is also a vowel deletion and subsequent
word-initial place assimilation resulting in voiceless nasals (e.g., *ku > m̥, as in *kuman > m̥man ‘eat’).
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low. All other intelligibility comparisons are unambiguously unintelligible [Hueng Bau and
Merap (53%); Hueng Bau and Nyibun (58%); Merap and Pua’ (48%); Nyibun and Pua’ (59%)].
These data suggest that there are four Ngorek languages: Ngorek ‘Proper’ or Murik, Hueng
Bau-Pua’, Merap, and Nyibun.21
Modang is extensively diverse internally. Only one comparison meets the criteria for
possible intelligibility. Kelinjau Modang and Long Gelat have a score of 88%. All other varieties
have to be considered at this point completely separate languages, although it should be noted
that a kind of language chain does emerge among these language varieties.
The next pair that comes closest to the threshold of intelligible, but is still significantly
below it is Gaai and Punan Kelai at 75%. Within the 60s range, we have Wehea and Kelijau
Modang (61%), Kelijau Modang and Gaai (64%), Kelijau Modang and Punan Kelai (62%), and
Long Gelat and Gaai (62%). All other comparisons fall unambiguously below intelligibility:
Wehea and Long Gelat (55%), Wehea and Gaai (57%), Wehea and Punan Kelai (53%), and Long
Gelat and Punan Kelai (56%). I am sure that you have noticed at this point that Wehea appears to
be the most divergent of all Modang language varieties. Based on this data, there are four
Modang languages, Wehea, Kelinjau Modang-Long Gelat, Gaai, and Punan Kelai.
It should be reasserted at this point that all proposals of ‘dialects’ of the same language
are tentative. While percentages above 81% probabilistically have a good chance of being
dialects of a common language (cf. Shackelford 2019), this can only be elucidated through true
intelligibility testing such as recorded text tests (RTT), recorded story playing (RSP), sentence
repetition tests (SRT), oral proficiency tests, Picture-Pointing Task (PiPoT), etc. (Blair 1990;
Shackelford 2019; Radloff 1991; Anderbeck & Yuditha 2020). This means that further study is

21

Again, note that Nyibun’s status as a Kayanic language (versus a Kenyah language) and thus a Ngorek language is
still contested, even though it appears to cluster well with Ngorek varieties.
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needed to confirm the Rejang-Data Dian-Kayan River-Busang-Baram Kayan, Hueng Bau-Pua’,
and Kelijau Modang-Long Gelat language designations that I have proposed here.
Because sociological factors can also impact intelligibility (or the willingness to engage
with intelligibility), the fact of intelligibility must also be evaluated through qualitative social
dialectology tools, such as interviews, questionnaires, perceptual dialect mapping focus groups,
etc. Bilingualism must be ruled out as well.

4.5 Patterns of intelligibility
As was mentioned in Chapter 1, a dialectal-geographical radiation approach is most
appropriate for dealing with the interpretation of patterns of intelligibility. The wave theoretic
approach requires two demonstrable patterns of coherence: implicative coherence and
geographical coherence. Implicative coherence is a successive pattern of unity, establishing a
kind of ‘linguistic whole’ among various language varieties. This looks like a kind of fading
pattern from one language variety into another, rather than broken into discrete parts. Variety A
overlaps with variety B which overlaps with variety C and so on and so forth, in conceptual
space. Geographical coherence involves observing this implicational coherence on a geographic
dimension. So language variety A is in a location near variety B which overlaps with variety C
and so on and so forth.
Establishing these patterns of coherence is important in order to ensure that the features
that support intelligibility are successively acquired from one language variety to another and did
not happen to arise within each language variety independently of each other. This can also be
thought of as intelligibility flow, as the features of intelligibility flow from one variety to another,
maintaining their divergent or convergent identity. As Haas (2010: 651) explains, the distribution
of intelligibility features must show a “geographic constellation” in “wave formation.” We would
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expect to see language or dialect chains, where, in concentric ‘ripples,’ different language variety
comparisons go from 90+% to 80+% to 70+% to 60+% to finally no possible chance of
intelligibility at all. Here is the idealized model from Chapter 1 that we expect to observe:

Figure 17. Idealized Model Map of Intelligibility Diffusion and Dialect Distribution

Note that we only deal with implicative coherence, and, therefore, only conceptual space, here.
Geographical coherence will be dealt with in next section.
Several dialect and language chains establish the implicative coherence among the
language varieties of Kayanic. The most well established dialect chain is the Central Kayan
Dialect Chain which includes Rejang Kayan, Data Dian Kayan, Kayan River Kayan, Busang,
and Baram Kayan. Many have noticed the relative homogeneity of the Kayan languages (Hudson
1967, 1978, Smith 2015, Smith 2017). Smith (2017: 92) appears to have similar results from his
comparative reconstruction study, although he still divided the chain in three: Rejang
Kayan-Busang, Data Dian Kayan-Kayan River Kayan, and Baram Kayan. Bahau, although not
part of the dialect chains, still clusters with the other varieties in a kind of language chain.
Mahakam Kayan is the only outlier that is historically related, but isolated in terms of
intelligibility.
Within the Ngorek subgroup, Hueng Bau and Pua’ form a dialect chain while all other
varieties form a language chain, maintaining implicative coherence rather evenly throughout the
subgroup. The Modang languages (Wehea, Kelinjau Modang, Long Gelat, Gaai, and Punan
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Kelai) form a language chain within which Kelinjau Modang-Long Gelat remain close enough to
form a dialect chain. Here is a mapping of language names and abbreviations.

Below is a conceptual space representation of the language and dialect chains within Kayanic.

Figure 18. Conceptual Space Map of the Language/Dialect Chain Structure of Kayan. The blue
forms the dialect chain with the line thickness indicating intensivity of intelligibility. The dark
gray indicates the language chain. The dashed, light-gray indicate phylogenetically related
languages outside the language/dialect chain.

Rejang Kayan appears to form a kind of center with other dialects linked to it to form the
chain. It is the center while the other dialects emanate out in successive waves of reduced
intelligibility at the periphery.
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Figure 19. Conceptual Space Map of the Language/Dialect Chain Structure of Ngorek
(Murik-Merap) subgroup. The blue forms the dialect chain with the line thickness indicating
intensivity of intelligibility. The dark gray indicates the language chain. The dashed, light-gray
indicate phylogenetically related languages outside the language/dialect chain.

Here, Hueng Bau and Pua’ form the only dialect chain with all other languages forming a chain
of unintelligible varieties or languages. Note that Nyibun and Merap only show a relationship to
Hueng Bau and Pua’ through Ngorek which shows a clear relationship to both.

Figure 20. Conceptual Space Map of the Language/Dialect Chain Structure of Modang. The blue
forms the dialect chain with the line thickness indicating intensivity of intelligibility. The dark
gray indicates the language chain. The dashed, light-gray indicate phylogenetically related
languages outside the language/dialect chain.

In this conceptual space map, only Kelinjau Modang and Long Gelat are close enough, among
the Modang language varieties, to form a dialect chain. All others form a language chain with
Wehea as the outlier, only barely connected to the chain through Kelinjau Modang.
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Now that we have established the interrelationships among the various languages, we
turn our attention to demonstrating implicative coherence. We can use conceptual maps similar
to those in Haas (2010), to visualize the concentric waves of intelligibility among these
languages. Below I present the maps for the Kayan, Ngorek, and Modang subgroups.

Figure 21. Idealized Model Map of Intelligibility Diffusion and Dialect Distribution for the Kayan
subgroup.

Figure 22. Idealized Model Map of Intelligibility Diffusion and Dialect Distribution for the
Ngorek subgroup.
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Figure 23. Idealized Model Map of Intelligibility Diffusion and Dialect Distribution for the
Modang subgroup.

Now that we have observed the implicative coherence in its wave pattern (wellenbild), we must
address geographical coherence, plotting the patterns we see conceptually into ‘real’ space
within the physical and social geography of these speech communities.

4.6 Linguistic Map of Kayanic Languages
Here is a ‘bird’s-eye view’ map of the Kayanic languages of Borneo (Figure 24). The
very first impression is that shear distance probably plays a role in diversification in terms of
being a physical niche factor. Distance as a niche factor has been found in other parts of the
world (cf. Beyer et al. 2019). The area is highly riverine and the Central Borneo region coincides
almost perfectly with the mountainous center outlined in green. Central Borneo becomes even
more mountainous as you approach the Kayanic homeland—the Apo Kayan—as shown in the
map in figure 25.
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Figure 24. Bird’s Eye View Map
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Figure 25. Apo Kayan
The isolation in the hyper-mountainous areas in and around the Apo Kayan may account for the
faded signal that prevent linguists from connecting Kayanic language with other subgroups or
within larger families on the island.
On these maps (Figures 27-33), the yellow marks represent rapids, the dark red marks
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represent very dangerous or impenetrable rapids, and the green dots are very high altitude points
on the island. The blue polygons represent language varieties studied in the study. The black
polygons are those that are Kayanic for which there is no data. Figure 26 below labels all of the
language varieties in this study.

Figure 26. Zoomed-In Bird’s Eye View Map
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The mountainous center spine of Borneo, near the Apo Kayan (Figure 25) and above (politically
dividing Indonesia and Malaysia) separate Baram Kayan, Rejang Kayan, and Ngorek from the
other language varieties on the Indonesian side.
When we look at Rejang Kayan, the dialect area is capped on both sides by rapids (Figure
27). It is also surrounded by mountainous terrain. Note that the river, depicted in the middle of
the right hand side of the image goes off into the mountains with no further connections to other
populated waterways.

Figure 27. Rejang Kayan among the Rapids
Despite being capped by rapids, this cannot be the whole story as there are many rapids internal
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to the dialect. This implies that rapids may be more social borders than physical in nature which
the ethnographic record supports. Future studies should look into diversity within this
community to see if it is as coherent as it seems despite the dangerous, impassable rapids located
in the middle of it.
The waterways by which the Rejang Kayan might communicate with the Baram Kayan
are blocked at several points (Figure 28). These rapids as physical-cum-social barriers, along
with the mountains, would limit interaction in each other’s daily communications (praxis of
language variation), leading to dialect divergence.

Figure 28. Rejang Kayan to Baram Kayan Waterways
It should be noted here that the physical niche factor’s role is relatively weak here, since
intelligibility flow among these dialects is still far from high. This may reflect a more recent
migration from each other and/or sustained contact.
Ngorek proper or Murik is located in two distant spots, one of which is surrounded by
Baram Kayan (Figure 29). This also attests to the reduced, but present role of the physical niche
and plays up the role of the social niche (i.e., ethnic distinction). However, the Ngorek,
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historically, did remain longer in the mountainous Apo Kayan, perhaps giving them more time to
differentiate before migrating out.

Figure 29. Map of Ngorek Proper
Now, let us examine some of the other language varieties: Kayan River Kayan, Hueng Bau,
Punan Kelai, Nyibun, Pua’, Data Dian Kayan, Punan Mahkam, and Segai. The Ngorek varieties,
Hueng Bau, Nyibun, and Pua’ are all separated by great distances and mountains (Figure 30).

Figure 30. Map of North and Upper East Kalimantan Languages
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The Kayan River Kayan is very isolated from other varieties, by distance, mountains, and
rapids on the Kayan river (Figure 30). It accordingly diverges from other dialects of Kayan, there
is still probable intelligibility flow. Data Dian Kayan remains ‘intermediate’ to all three other
Kayan dialects. Despite rapids in connected waterways in Kayan River Kayan and steep
mountains of over 5,000 feet, Data Dian Kayan maintains intelligibility flow with the other
varieties. There is a waterway and a possible lower land crossing that may account for the high
levels of intelligibility flow. Future studies should look further into this waterway as a source of
trade and other linguistic and cultural contact.
Let us now turn to the Modang languages (Figure 30). Segai is separated by distance
from all other Modang varieties. It is separated from the Punan Kelai by there being no
connected waterways and mountains after 3,000 feet. The area inhabited around the Punan Kelai
is quite rugged as well.
The Wehea are far upriver on the Wahau and rapids are met along the way. Landways
between the Wehea and the Kelinjau Modang are relatively low which may account for why
Wehea clusters closer to Kelinjau Modang compared to any other Modang language (Figure 31).
Again, there is no data for Long Belah Modang (Figure 31).

Figure 31. Map of Long Belah Modang
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Figure 32. Map of Punan Mahkam
Not too far from the Punan Kelai community is the Punan Mahkam community—(black
polygon) a Modang variety—for which we have no data (Figure 32). If a decision had to be
made for these varieties, Punan Mahkam and Long Belah Modang should be free to be their own
‘languages’ before being proven ‘guilty’ of being a ‘dialect’ of a wider language.
The Modang variety, Long Gelat, is situated on the Mahakam, separated from the others
by distance and mountains (as well as rapids for one group of Long Gelat) (Figure 33). Perhaps
due to relatively open waterways (although distant ones), intelligibility flow is maintained
between the Long Gelat and the Kelinjau Modang.
Note how the Long Gelat live among the Busang, even living in the same longhouse
apartments. The social hierarchy of the Long Gelat toward their Busang subjects probably
accounts more for the persistent distinctions that exist between it and other Modang varieties as
well as perhaps between Busang and Bahau.
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Figure 33. Map of Languages on the Mahakam River
The Mahakam river sees a great many overlaps among Kayanic-speaking groups. The
Bahau and Busang are very close, but careful social distinctions are made along identity lines.
The Mahakam Kayan are close neighbors with the Bahau and Busang. Despite this their
language is very distinctive (45% for both respectively). Their language is probably so
distinctive probably due to possible ‘creolization’ effects from having taken more slaves from
very different language subfamilies, overwhelming the native Kayan speaking population
(Guerreiro 1996).
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Figure 34. Map of Mendalam Kayan spoken on the Kapuas River (West Kalimantan)
There is no data for Mendalam Kayan, spoken on the Kapuas River on the western half of
the island, near Putussibau (Figure 34).
The Kayanic languages have been color-coded below (Figure 36). Figures 37 and 38
provide closer views of the map in Figure 36. The Central Kayan Dialect Chain is in green.
Bahau is in purple and Mahakam Kayan is in light purple. Ngorek ‘Proper’ or Murik is in dark
purple. Hueng Bau-Pua’ is red. Merap is pink and Nyibun is light pink. Wehea is depicted in
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dark orange. Kelinjau Modang-Long Gelat is in orange. Segai is light orange and bone-shaped.
Punan Kelai is in light yellow-orange. The undescribed varieties are in black.

Figure 36. Overview Close-Up of Kayanic Dialectology
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Figure 37. Overview Close-Up of Kayanic Languages of Malaysian Borneo and North Kalimantan
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Figure 38. Overview Close-Up of Kayanic Languages of East Kalimantan
In addition to river, rapids, and mountains, sheer distance may play a role in language
diversification. Physical niche factors appear to contribute to ‘dialect-level’ differentiation while
social factors seem to take prominence over other factors in molding language diversification.

4.7 Summary: The organization of a language family
There are many different axes upon which language families can be organized. The most
common is to speak of ‘relatedness’ in a phylogenetic sense. This is established by comparative
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reconstruction. Since this study takes a synchronic orientation, here we speak of how the
Kayanic language family is organized in terms of language varieties connected through
calculated intelligibility. We have established that several dialect and language chains exist
among the Kayanic language varieties. Implicative coherence was established among the
different language varieties, forming a wave-like distribution of intelligibility within the family.
In the second ‘half’ of our cartography of language diversification, we have established
geographical coherence by plotting the distribution of languages and dialects spatially upon a
physical map of Borneo.
What is clear is that social factors (strong in-group identity or ethnocentrism) counts
more than physical niche factors, although they too play a role. In the allopatric speciation of
these languages, the physical niche creates segregative conditions, powerful enough to yield
dialect-level linguistic differentiation. These findings suggest that the power of the social niche
plays an overwhelming role in linguistic differentiation, although, again, the physical niche can
contribute too. The truly strong niche factor here is social—in-group identities and social
hierarchies mold the praxis of language variation which in turn produces the differentiation
patterns seen in our cartography of diversification.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions: Progress and Prospects
There are currently as many as 7,000 different languages spoken, or 7,000 mutually unintelligible
systems of communication in one species, marking out at least 7,000 distinct societies. There are
more different systems of communication in a single mammal species—for that is what we
are—than there are mammal species. It is 7,000 different ways of saying, “Good morning,” or,
“Looks like rain today,” and means that humans uniquely and strangely among animals often
cannot communicate with other members of their own species.
—Mark Pagel22

5.1 Introduction
Let us end where we began. Why are there so many languages in the world? How did
this diversity come about? Part of the answer can be found in the evolution of the language
ecology23 in which speakers live and interact. This study on the Kayanic languages of Central
Borneo offers evidence toward confirming the Linguistic Niche Hypothesis—asserting that
languages adapt to their language ecologies. Languages, as complex adaptive systems, indeed,
do evolve in ways that fit the specific environments they inhabit. Based on the data in this
analysis, spatial factors such as geographic extensiveness, rivers, rapids, and mountains have an
effect on predicted intelligibility. Even more so, social factors predominate as an organizing
principle in the patterns of intelligibility. I conclude that the language ecology (a composite of
physical, social, and linguistic niche factors, in this case) motivate the rise of linguistic
complexity, not only grammatically as past studies have shown, but also lexically and
phonologically. This lexical and phonological complexity inevitably has consequences for
intelligibility—one of the principle measures by which linguists demarcate variants to be of

22

This quote is from Mark Pagel’s book Wired for Culture: Origins of the Human Social Mind (2012: viii).
This is, of course, a play on the title of Mufwene’s book The ecology of language evolution, which has greatly
influenced the theory of this book in its population genetics approach to language diversification (2001).
23
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‘separate’ languages, and therefore more linguistic diversity, and of a ‘common’ language,
therefore less diversity. This means that linguistic diversification—the process of forming that
diversity—is ‘inextricably linked’ (cf. Maffi 2005) to the language ecology.

5.2 Summary of findings: Evolutionary cartographies of language diversification
To remind us of our ultimate guiding inquiry, this study is concerned with whether the
lexical composition of these Kayanic language varieties, as dictated by the phonological
structure of their lexemes and whether they show adaptation to the language ecology. In other
words, does the phonological structure and lexical composition of the Kayanic languages, and,
consequently, the patterns of dialectal intelligibility derived from it, support the Linguistic Niche
Hypothesis—showing adaptation to ecological factors in this language subgroup’s environment?
It appears to be so. Based on the lexicostatistical/phonostatistical analysis, three main Kayan
‘languages’ are predicted to exist: Bahau, Mahakam Kayan, and the Central Kayan Dialect
Chain. The Central Kayan Dialect Chain is predicted to include the intelligible dialects of Baram
Kayan, Rejang Kayan, Data Dian Kayan, Kayan River Kayan, and Busang. All of these are
probably intelligible with each other. The Ngorek subgroup is composed of Ngorek proper,
Merap, Nyibun, and the Hueng Bau-Pua’ dialect chain. Modang is predicted to consist of Wehea,
Segai, Punan Kelai, and the Kelinjau Modang-Long Gelat Modang dialect chain.
Once mapped, the allopatric speciation of these language varieties—created either by
segregative or integrative conditions for their speakers—is based on physical niche factors of
distance, rivers, rapids, and mountains, but more importantly of social niche factors. The social
factors include in-group orientations such as ethnocentrism and social hierarchy which dictate
the patterns of diffusion and divergence within these languages (especially the heterogeneity of
the Modang group). Isolation orientation mixed with contact for other more powerful groups
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likely plays an important role in the heterogeneity of the Ngorek subgroup. Their location in the
more mountainous regions must play a role as well. In the linguistic niche of the Kayan, its role
as a lingua franca and the openness of the Kayan people to language learning—despite their
desire to preserve markers and distinctions of identity—likely play a role in their
homogenization.
From these findings, it is proposed that language adaptation in this way, is a driving force
in the creation of linguistic diversity, because ecological niche factors—in some cases slightly
and in other cases more heavily—appear to bias patterns of intelligibility to diverge (or
converge) with other language varieties—the main substance of language diversification.

5.3 Research contribution and recommendations
The contribution of this research centers around its theoretical and practical goals. This study
provides new and up-to-date information on the linguistic situation of a severely under-described
area of the Austronesian world. In addition to providing new lexical data and initial-stage
documentation of several Kayanic languages—Mahakam Kayan (never before documented),
Bahau, Wehea Modang, and Kelinjau Modang, this thesis has mapped the language varieties
within the Kayanic subgroup and established language boundaries, based on predicted
intelligibility.
By reaching these goals, certain practical objectives become possible, albeit preliminarily
so. For starters, it is clear that the ISO 639-3 code situation among the Kayanic language
varieties requires some revision. Bahau [bhv] and Busang [bfg] should probably maintain
separate ISO codes, the methods here predict the merging of Baram Kayan [kys], Rejang [ree],
and, perhaps, Kayan River Kayan [xkn]. Data Dian Kayan, labeled [ddk] here does not currently
have an ISO code and perhaps belongs under this subsumed code. Mahakam Kayan [xay] is
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almost certainly predicted to maintain its own code. In the Ngorek subgroup, only Ngorek or
Murik [mxr] and Merap [puc] currently have ISO codes. Not only does this study predict that
those ISO codes should be maintained, there should also probably be ISO codes for Nyibun
(proposed code and abbreviation used here [nyi]), Hueng Bau (proposed code and abbreviation
used here [hue]), and Pua’ (proposed code and abbreviation used here [pua]). It is predicted that
all Modang languages will require their own codes. There are currently only codes for Segai
[sge] and general Modang [mxd]. Perhaps, there could be the following proposed codes: Wehea
[weh], Kelinjau Modang [mxd], Long Gelat [lga], and Punan Kelai [puk]. Wehea should
probably get a code closer to the preferred language name24 while Kelinjau Modang could get the
current code since it is closer to the ethnonym. Since there is no data for Mendalam Kayan [xkd],
Punan Mahkam, or Long Belah Modang, no predictions can be made concerning their ISO code
status.
This is the perfect time to emphasize that no changes should occur to ISO codes based
on these data alone. This method only mades certain predictions to better inform hypotheses
that require further testing with intelligibility/proficiency and perceptual dialectology methods.
The sociolinguistic situation requires more depth and elucidation as well.
Despite this limitation, this study, furthermore, provides geo-spatial data on the maps as
well as initial-level predictions for updates to language inventory maps (Ethnologue, Glottolog,
Endangered Languages Project, UNESCO Atlas, etc.). Some suggestions concerning language
and educational policy are provided below (Section 5.4).
The four major theoretical objectives, outlined in Chapter 1 were also addressed. The
lexicostatistic/phonostatistic data presented here correlate with the genetic relationships,

24

While the Wehea acknowledge that they are a ‘Modang’ group, they have a dispreference for the general name
‘Modang’ and prefer ‘Wehea.’
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established in the literature. This reifies the established integrity of the Kayanic family. This
cartography of diversification also provides a description of the evolution of Kayanic, including
potential roots of the theoretically problematic Modang subgroup. This study also demonstrates
the potential for synchronic dialect mapping/atlases to empirically inform theories of language
variation and language evolution by putting forth a case—that of Central Borneo—
demonstrating the dynamics of language diversification.
Several recent studies, published during the writing of this thesis provides further support
of the claims made here. Benz’s et al. (2018) computational model testing neutral drift against
environment factors, having some data from Borneo, found that the distribution and
diversification of language families including Austronesian could not have occurred by neutral
drift alone, suggesting an environmental impact on the diversification process. Smith & Rama
(2022) uses Bayesian phylogenetic modeling to test for the temporal and cladistic structure of the
language varieties of Borneo. Their findings support the a ‘riverine homeland hypothesis’ of
language diversification on the island. These findings support the outcomes and accomplished
objectives of this study.
Accomplishing these goals are significant not only for building a deeper understanding of
the languages of Borneo (and, therefore, Austronesian languages and linguistics), but also for
demonstrating the contribution of sociolinguistic survey work and field linguistics, more
generally, to studies in the evolution of linguistic diversity.

5.4 Potential pathways: Linking research with education and development
While the contributions of this study to language development are modest—a first step on a
much longer path to language testing and language program management—this study points to a
few suggested future pathways for providing good mother tongue-based multilingual education
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(MTB-MLE) in Indonesia. According to UNESCO, Indonesia scores the second worst in
Southeast Asia—only slightly higher than Brunei, a country with much less linguistic
diversity—for MTB-MLE programs.

Figure 39. Unesco Mother Tongue Education Infographic25
25

Used under Creative Commons license (CC-BY-SA 3.0 IGO):
https://bangkok.unesco.org/content/mother-tongue-based-education-unesco-infographics-1.
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Figure 40. Ethnologue Literacy Map (https://bit.ly/3B18ShH)
According to the Ethnologue website (https://bit.ly/3B18ShH), “35% of the world's children
begin their education in an unfamiliar language.” In Indonesia, roughly 48% of the country's
children attend school in a language other than their mother tongue (L1) which is less than the
regional average (68% for East Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific Islands).

Figure 41. Ethnologue Literacy Map: Indonesia (https://bit.ly/3B18ShH)
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In describing his time in Borneo, Gerry Abbott (2000: 216)26, an international education
development specialist, who has taught all around the developing world, describes the
importance of literacy:
After spending many years ... in some of the poorest countries ..., I became convinced that healthy
development (as opposed to mal-development) was not possible in ethnic groups which no longer
took pride in their own language; and that in the modern world the main prerequisite for such
pride was literacy in those languages, so many of which were hitherto unwritten.

After all, as Nelson Mandela once said, “If you talk to a man in a language he understands, that
goes to his head. If you talk to him in his language, that goes to his heart.” Language and literacy
is an important component of the UN Sustainability Goals (Sachs 2015).
The lexicostatistic/phonostatistic similarity percentages provided in table 5 point to
clusters of language varieties to be tested further with intelligibility and/or proficiency testing
and perceptual dialectology. Based on the data above all, Mahakam Kayan is predicted to require
its own literacy materials as it bears extremely low similarity with other Kayan varieties.
However, because it is purported that practically all Mahakam Kayan speakers are familiar with
other more widespread varieties of Kayan, this fact will need to be considered in the language
development decision making. Baram Kayan, Rejang Kayan, and Data Dian cluster together and
should be tested for intelligibility/proficiency and perceptual dialectology across communities.
The situation with the other varieties of Kayan (Bahau, Busang, Kayan River Kayan) is more
inchoate with the very preliminary prediction that Bahau will require its own program.
For the Ngorek varieties (Ngorek proper, Hueng Bau-Pua’, Merap, and Nyibun), it is
preliminarily predicted that all varieties will require separate programs. With 83% between
Hueng Bau and Pua’, special attention should be given here to provide further intelligibility/
proficiency testing and perceptual dialectology research.
26

In the quote above, the emphasis on ‘literacy’ is my own.
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For the Modang varieties (Wehea, Kelinjau Modang-Long Gelat Modang, Segai, and
Punan Kelai), it is preliminarily predicted that all varieties will require separate language and
literacy programs. At 88% between Kelinjau Modang and Long Gelat, special attention should
be given here to provide further intelligibility/proficiency testing and perceptual dialectology
research. Again, due to a lack of data for Mendalam Kayan, Punan Mahkam, or Long Belah
Modang, no predictions can be made here concerning language programs.

5.5 The limitations of this study and future research on the Kayanic languages
of Central Borneo
Futures studies might investigate the effects of other niches (such as the genetic niche and
physical (climatic) niche on the possibility of ‘pre-nascent’ or incipient tonogenesis, particularly
among the Modang varieties and Mahakam Kayan (and, of course, other similar, phonologically
aberrant languages in Borneo). No data here is provided for Mendalam Kayan (spoken in West
Kalimantan off the Kapuas River), Long Belah Modang and Punan Mahkam which is a real
limitation to a comprehensive treatment of Kayanic. There are sources on Mendalam Kayan but
they are hard to gain access to and there is no data on Punan Mahkam or Long Belah Modang in
the literature. They constitute major gaps in our knowledge of Kayanic languages.
Especially, given the aberrant sound changes in the Modang subgroup and the current
inability to connect Kayanic to larger subgroups in Borneo and within Austronesian, having this
data gap poses potential problems of the validity of our language classifications and could help
solve these outstanding issues. The role of missing languages and dialects in linguistic
classification, due to low documentation or endangerment is well documented (Evans 2010).
Some outstanding questions include whether Nyibun is genetically Kayanic or Kenyah.
Evidence is provided here for its classification as Kayanic and therefore it was treated like so in
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this study. However, its close proximity with Kenyah requires a set a criteria for making this
demarcation.
The fact that lexicostatistics/phonostatistics was performed only within already
established historical-comparative subgroups is another limitation of this study. The nature of the
wave model suggests the possibility of linkages beyond the subgroup, but within the Kayanic
family which simply were not addressed here. Future studies should investigate these linkages,
perhaps through lexicostatistics/phonostatistics across subgroups or through glottometry across
the entire family.
It is my hope the future of field-based evolutionary linguistics is bright and that, despite
its limitations, the role of language survey as a main vehicle of investigating the evolution of
linguistic diversity becomes a norm.
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